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PREFACE 

CA Clarity™ PPM offers a flexible security model – suited for securing both the CA Clarity PPM 

application and its data. CA Clarity PPM security implementations are simple or complex, 
depending on how you design them. It is challenging to put everything together in the form of a 

security model, and to design a solution to solve specific security requirements. 

The objective of this publication is to provide practical information about the available options 
for configuring data security for the CA Clarity PPM solution. The guide provides knowledge to 

help security administrators plan the security requirements and implement the solution 
successfully. 

This document is based on research, product testing and information exchanges between the 
author and other CA Technologies experts. The best practices and knowledge provided in this 

document have been used in many implementations throughout the CA Technologies customer 

base. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Who Should Read This Book? 

This book has been written to help CA Technologies customers, partners, and implementers 

understand how to implement security in CA Clarity PPM. 

This book has been written using CA Clarity PPM 12.0.6 as its base. Not all of the content may 

apply to previous CA Clarity PPM releases. It is reviewed considering the CA Clarity PPM 12.1.0.  
 

Plan for Implementation 

Securing your CA Clarity PPM application may be challenging depending on your specific 

requirements. We recommend that you complete the following planning steps before starting to 
create Groups and assigning access rights:  

1. Understand the CA Clarity PPM security model.  

2. Plan how to secure your CA Clarity PPM implementation.  

3. Determine how to apply security options, based on your requirements. 

4. Implement security for your CA Clarity PPM solution.  

When these steps are complete, you are ready to create resources, groups, OBS (Organization 
Breakdown Structure) Units and grant the necessary access rights. 

This document provides information and guidance to assist you in the planning and 
implementation process. The different elements involved in the CA Clarity PPM security model 

are identified and the relationships between the elements are defined. Building on that 

knowledge, the possible options for granting access rights are explored. Use cases and examples 
of implementing security and granting access are provided for your reference. 
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Application Security and Data Security 

Security in CA Clarity PPM has two aspects: securing the application and securing its data. 

Although the security mechanism is the same for both, and you can control security for both in 

the same way using one operation, as a good practice consider them separately – with the 
objective of fully understanding what configuration is required and realizing how to implement it. 

Note: The partitions are not used for security. They are used to define page look and content. For 
more information about partitions, see the CA Clarity PPM Studio Developers Guide. 
 

Application Security 

Application Security is used to verify that the correct users have access to the appropriate 

application functionality. You define Application Security when you want to limit access to what a 
user can do. When you implement Application Security, you are delimiting actions. 

Examples of Application Security: 

■ Granting resources in a Director job function with View access to a portlet. 

■ Granting resources in an Executive job function with View access to a Dashboard Page. 

■ Granting resources in a Project Manager job function with access to create Projects. 

■ Granting resources in a Resource Manager job function with access to book their direct 
reports to projects. 

■ Granting resources in a Human Resource job function with access to edit Department 
information. 

■ Granting resources in a Systems Administrator job function with access to run Reports or 

Jobs. 
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Data Security 

Data Security helps verify that resources have access only to the assigned data. You are 
considering in terms of Data Security when you say one of the following: 

■ Everybody should be able to see this page, but only for the assigned projects. 

■ All project team members should be able to publish documents, but only for their projects. 

■ All resource managers must hard book and soft book resources, but only for those resources 
they directly manage. 

In other words, when you consider Data Security you are limiting access to a scope of data. 

Examples of Data Security 

■ Granting resources View access to the Projects for Business Unit IT page, but not to the 
Projects for Business Unit Finance page. 

■ Granting resources Edit access to the information about the ABC Implementation project, 

but not to information for another project at the same tree level under the same OBS. 

■ Granting resources View access to the Applications of Department Development portlet, but 

not to the Applications of Department Financial portlet. 

■ Granting resources View access to the resources in Resource Pool Enterprise Architects 

page, but not to the Resource Pool Support Engineers page. 

A complete security model addresses both aspects: securing the application functionalities and 
securing the data that the application functionalities provide. 
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How CA Clarity PPM Handles Application and Data Security 

This document explains how CA Clarity PPM handles both aspects of security: application and 

data security. Understanding these key concepts is important for implementing CA Clarity PPM 

security functionality successfully. Access rights are provided to resources on data scope to help 
ensure security. 

Access Rights 

Using Access Rights, you can manage security in CA Clarity PPM both at the application level 
and the data level. The Access Rights correspond to specific application functionality, such as 
Editing Projects, Viewing Portlets or Running Jobs. The Access Rights are granted to 
resources within a data scope, using the following methods: 

– Directly to individual resources 

– Indirectly, through OBS Units 

– Indirectly, through Groups 

Data Scope 

The Data Scope is one of the following: 

Instance 

Refers to a single data unit, such as a specific Project, Application, Asset, or 
Resource, and so on. 

OBS Unit 

Refers to the instances of an object (Projects, Applications, and so on) associated 

with that OBS Unit. 

Global  

Refers to all the instances of an object (all Projects or all Applications or All 
Resources, and so on). Some of the access rights names display the All expression 

such as in Project – Approve All. 
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Granting Access Rights 

You can use following two methods to grant access rights in CA Clarity PPM 

– From within a Resource, Group or OBS Unit, you can indicate to which Object (page, 

portlet, etc.) Instance. Access is granted. 

– From within an Instance (project, resource, and so on), you can indicate which 

Resources, Groups, or OBS Units have access to particular instance. 
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Chapter 2: Security Elements 
Introduction to Security Elements 

The CA Clarity PPM security model is based on a flexible mechanism that allows you to define 

both Application and Data security. 

Application Security 

Refers to specific actions that resources are allowed to do, or defines Who does What.  

Data Security  

Refers to data that resources are allowed access to, or defines Who accesses Which Data.  

A complete security mechanism should take into consideration both, joining Application Security 

and Data Security into a single thought: resources that can perform action on specific data. In 

other words, you define who does what to which data.  

Key Elements 

Three key elements apply every time you implement or change security in CA Clarity PPM. 

Actors  

Refers to the resources that are granted or getting access rights.  

Actions  

Refers to the action or access right that is granted to the resource. What can the 

resource do when the access is granted? 
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Scope 

Refers to the data related to the action access right. Which data will the resource be 
able to access? 

 

Security is commonly viewed as two dimensional (granting something to someone). When 

planning security for CA Clarity PPM, it is important to realize that these two dimensions are not 
enough to define the security model. We recommend considering these security elements in 

three dimensions: the Actors, the Actions, and the Data Scope. 

Defining and understanding the different possibilities for working with these elements is the 
basis for designing CA Clarity PPM security. 
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Defining Actors 

Actors are granted access enabling them to execute specific tasks such as: 

■ View a project  

■ Edit a resource  

■ Create an idea  

■ Execute a report  

All Actors belong to one of the following categories: 

Resource 

Refers to an individual resource.  

Group 

Refers to the collection of resources that are members of a Group.  

OBS Unit 

Refers to the collection of resources who are members of a Unit in an OBS.  

You can find your Actors in the Administration tool menu, under Organization and Access. 
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Granting Access to Resources 

We do not recommend granting access directly to resources. Employees may move from one 
company department to another by choice, or by department reorganization. New employees 

may join a company while others may leave after some time. Granting access directly to 

individual employees may be time consuming and can become confusing if the resource 
population frequently changes. 

We recommend granting access rights to members of Groups or OBS Units to simplify the 

maintenance for these changes. We recommend that you reserve granting access directly to 
resources only for specific cases such as a circumstance requiring access to highly sensitive or 

confidential data. 

For some cases, CA Clarity PPM is designed to automatically grant certain access rights to an 
individual resource. The resource requires the access to perform the basic tasks of the assigned 

role. For example, when you make a resource the Project Manager in a project, CA Clarity PPM 
automatically grants that resource the Project - Manager (Auto) access right for that particular 

project. 
 

Granting Access to Groups 

Granting access through Groups is a commonly used approach. If you have many individuals that 
require the same access rights to the same objects or functions, using Groups simplifies the 

maintenance from a security perspective.  

The same benefit is realized if you create a Group with special access rights that may contain only 
one individual at a time. You simplify the maintenance by assigning the special access to the 

Group and adding or removing resources in the Group as required. Repeatedly recreating or 
removing special access rights to individual resources as they shift in and out of a function or job 

role is more time consuming. 

Groups are used for single-level grouping of resources. Examples of groups are Project Managers, 
Application Managers, Project Participants, Top Level Executives, and PMO. 
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Using OBS Units as Actors 

The Organizational Breakdown Structure (OBS) is a tree-like form of categorizing CA Clarity PPM 
data. An OBS has one or more top-level nodes and can have up to ten levels. In this topic we 

refer to the OBS Unit as the Actor, or the Who portion of the security model. This relates to 

granting access to actions and objects for the OBS Unit members (the resources related to that 
OBS Unit). 

The following screenshot illustrates an example OBS.  

 

The OBS structure named Geography has four levels: All, Continent, Country, and State. The 
structure is used to categorize two CA Clarity PPM objects: Resource and Project. In this example, 

Earth is an OBS Unit in the OBS structure Geography.  

The next illustration shows the Top-Level node Earth with its children: Asia, Central America, 
Europe, North America, Oceania and South America, defined at the level of Continent. 

 

In a tree structure, you can have more nodes at lower levels. Clicking North America (Continent 

level) displays the next level below (Country) containing: Canada, Mexico, and United States. 
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This tree-like structure makes the OBS useful for security, because you can grant access to Units 

at any level, to the ancestors (higher level nodes), and the descendants (lower-level nodes). 

■ You can grant access to a project for the resources related to the Earth unit. As a result, only 

resources related directly to the Earth unit have access to the project. The resources related 

to North America or Brazil (defined under South America) are not granted access. 

■ You can grant access to a project for resources related to the Earth unit and all its 

descendants, which means, everyone in the defined Continents, County and State levels 

under Earth have access. 

■ You can grant access to a project for people related to the North America unit and all its 

descendants. As a result, people related to North America (the unit itself) and Mexico (a 

descendant) are granted access to the project. People related to the top–level unit Earth or 
to the unit Argentina under the unit South America do not have access. 

■ You can grant access to a project for people related to the South America unit, all its 
ancestors and descendants. All people related directly to Earth (the ancestor), South 

America (the unit), and Brazil (a descendent) are granted access. Resources related to 

Mexico are related to a different branch, and therefore are not granted access. 

To use an OBS for security purposes, set it as Used for Access Rights. 
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Defining Actions 

Actions are represented in CA Clarity PPM as Access Rights. Access Rights are the different tasks 

or actions that the Actors perform on data. Each CA Clarity PPM object has its own set of Access 

Rights. Some of these Access Rights are specific to that functionality of the object, especially for 
stock objects; other Access Rights are generic. 

Usually, most objects have at least a set of Access Rights similar to the following: 

<Object> - Create 

Refers to the access right to allow resources to create instances of that object. Examples are: 
Project – Create, Application – Create, Product – Create. 

<Object> - Edit  

Refers to the access right to allow resources to edit instances of that object. Examples are: 
Project – Edit, Department – Edit, Resource – Edit. 

<Object> - Navigate 

Refers to the access right to allow resources to navigate to the pages of an object. Examples 
are: Asset – Navigate, Ideas – Navigate, Location – Navigate. 

<Object> - View 

Refers to the access right to allow resources to view instances of that object. Examples are: 
Department – View, Service – View, Resource – View. 

<Object> - XOG Access 

Refers to the access right for importing and exporting the instances of an object using XOG. 
Examples are: Project – XOG Access, Application – XOG Access, Service – XOG Access. 
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Custom Objects Access Rights 

CA Clarity PPM Studio allows you to create Objects. It does a number of tasks for you 
automatically when you create Objects. One of those tasks is creating Access Rights, specific to 

the new object. For example, create an object Strategic Goal. 

Example: Create an Object using CA Clarity PPM Studio  

1. Click Objects from the CA Clarity PPM Studio menu.  

The Objects page appears. 

2. Click New.  

The Create Object Definition page appears. 

3. Complete the following, and click Save and Exit:  

Object Name 

Define a name for the object, such as Strategic Goal. 

Object ID 

Enter a unique ID for the new object, 

Description 

Enter a brief description for the new object. 

Master or Sub object 

Select the type of object you are creating, such as Master object. 

Note: For information about optional steps used when creating an Object, see the CA Clarity PPM 
Studio Developer Guide. 
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The following illustrates the example definitions: 

 

The following screenshots illustrates the Access Rights available for selection for this object.  

 
 
 

CA Clarity PPM Studio created these Access Rights for the Custom Object “Strategic Goal”. They 
allow you to secure the Custom Object. 

 

The following table lists the Access Rights that CA Clarity PPM Studio automatically generates 
when you create a master object.  
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Note: Replace the <Object> string with the actual object name that you specify when creating 
the object: 
 
Access Right Description 

<Object> 
Create 

Allows resource to create <Object> objects. This includes 
the page navigation right. 

<Object> Edit    Allows resource to edit specific <Object> objects. 

<Object> Edit 
All   

Allows resource to edit all <Object> objects. This includes 
the page navigation right. 

<Object> 
Navigate  

Allows resource to navigate to <Object> object pages. 

<Object> View    Allows resource to view specific <Object> objects. 

<Object> View 
All    

 Allows resource to view all <Object> objects. This includes 
the page navigation right. 

<Object> XOG 
Access    

 Allows user to import and export <Object> instances using 
the XML Open Gateway interface. 

 

Stock Access Rights 

Stock Access Rights are related to specific functionalities of the CA Clarity PPM application and its 
stock objects. Many of these object access rights are available as installation defaults. Detailed 

information regarding the various types of access rights, the corresponding Investment Objects, 
selecting and granting the access rights is available in the CA Clarity PPM product documentation 

and online help. 

Investment Objects Access Rights 

Investment Objects (Services, Applications, Assets, Products, Projects, Ideas, and Other Work) 

have access rights to grant access to specific functionalities, in addition to the general access 
rights previously described. For a complete list of Investment Objects Access rights, see the CA 

Clarity PPM product documentation guides: Administration Guide, IT Service Management User 

Guide and Project Management User Guide.  

Examples of Investment Object Access Rights: 
 
Investment Object Access Rights Description 

<Investment Object> - View 
Financial 

Allows resources to view Financial Properties 
for that Investment Object instances 

<Investment Object> - View 
Allocation Information 

Allows resources to view Allocation 
information for that Investment Object 
instances 
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Investment Object Access Rights Description 

<Investment Object> - 
Hierarchy – Financial Rollup – 
View 

Allows resources to view the Financial Roll up 
information for that Investment Object 
instances hierarchy 

<Investment Object> Cost 
Plan – View 

Allows resources to view the cost plans for 
that Investment Object instances 

<Investment Object> Benefit 
Plan – View 

Allows resources to view the benefit plans for 
that Investment Object instances 

<Investment Object> Budget 
Plan – View 

Allows resources to view the budget plans for 
that Investment Object instances 

<Investment Object> - Edit 
Financial 

Allows resources to edit Financial Properties 
for that Investment Object instances 

<Investment Object> - Edit 
Allocation Information 

Allows resources to edit Allocation information 
for that Investment Object instances 

<Investment Object> - 
Hierarchy – Financial Rollup – 
Edit 

Allows resources to edit the Financial Rollup 
information for that Investment Object 
instances hierarchy 

 

Investment Object Access Rights Description 

<Investment Object> Cost 
Plan – Edit 

Allows resources to edit the cost plans for 
that Investment Object instances 

<Investment Object> Benefit 
Plan – Edit 

Allows resources to edit the benefit plans for 
that Investment Object instances 

<Investment Object> Budget 
Plan – Edit 

Allows resources to edit the budget plans for 
that Investment Object instances 

<Investment Object> - Edit 
Access Rights 

Allows resources to manage security for that 
Investment Object instances, granting access 
to users, groups, or OBS Units. Depends on 
<Investment> - Navigate access right being 
granted. 

<Investment Object> - 
Approve  

Allows resources to approve that Investment 
Object instances 
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Resource Access Rights 

Several access rights are available to manage resources. Refer to the CA Clarity PPM Resource 

Management Guide for a complete list of resource-related access rights.  

Examples of resource-related Access Rights: 
 
Resource Access Right Description 

Resource – Approve Ideas  Allows users to approve Ideas for a specific 
Resource 

Resource – Approve Time  Allows users to approve and reject 
Timesheets for a specific Resource 

Resource – Hard Book  Allows users to hard book a resource or role 
to an investment 

Resource – Soft Book Allows users to soft book a resource or role to 
an investment 

Resource – Update Skills Allows users to create, edit and view the skills 
of resources for which they have Resource – 
View access right 

Administration and CA Clarity PPM Studio Access Rights 

The CA Clarity PPM Administrator has its own set of Access Rights. These access rights grant 
resources the ability to access the Admin Tool, manage security, and to use CA Clarity PPM 

Studio functionalities such as creating and editing objects, implementing partitioning, creating 
portlets and pages. For a complete list of CA Clarity PPM Studio Access Rights, see the CA Clarity 

PPM Studio Developer Guide.  

Examples of CA Clarity PPM Studio Access Rights: 
 
CA Clarity PPM Studio Access 

Rights 

Description 

Administration – Access  Allows users to navigate to the Admin Tool  

Administration – Studio  Allows users to navigate to CA Clarity PPM 
Studio pages  

Administration – 
Authorization  

Allows users to manage Resources and Groups  

Administration – 
Application Setup 

Allows users to edit Clarity options and 
settings, including OBS, Time, Data 
Administration and General Settings  

Portlet Create  Allow users to create portlets  

Portlet Definition Editor  Allows users to edit the definitions of a portlet  
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CA Clarity PPM Studio Access 

Rights 

Description 

Page Definition Editor  Allows users to edit the definitions of a Page  

Audit Trail – Access  Grants users  access to the Audit Trail on the 
Data Administration Section of the 
Administration Menu  

Jobs and Reports  

Refers to a group of Access Rights specific to managing Jobs and Reports. For a complete list of 

Reports and Jobs access rights, see the CA Clarity PPM Administration Guide. Some of the access 

rights are Global type, some are Instance type. In some cases, multiple access rights are required 
to access and manage all actions related to a job or report processes.   

Examples of Access Rights for Jobs and Reports: 
 
Access Rights – Job and Reports  Description 

Reports and Jobs - Create 
Definition 

Allows you to create, edit and view Job or 
Report definitions in the Administration Tool. 
Requires Report and Jobs – Administer Access 
right. 

Jobs – Access Allows you to access the Jobs page. Additional 
access is required to run Jobs or view output. 

Reports – Access Allows you to access the Reports page. 
Requires additional access rights for running or 
editing reports or viewing output. 

Job – Run Allows you to run a specific job, edit its 
properties and view the output. Dependent on 
Jobs-Access right being granted. 

Report – Run Allows you to run the reports to which you 
have access, to edit report properties and 
review report output. You must also have the 
Reports - Access right. 

Processes  

Refers to a group of Access Rights specific to managing Processes. For a complete list of 

Processes access rights, see the CA Clarity PPM Administration Guide.  
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Examples of Process related Access Rights: 
 
Access Rights - Processes Description 

Process – Start Allows you to start a specific Process instance 

Process – Cancel  Allows you to cancel an instance of a specific 
Process that is currently running 

Process – Access Allows you to navigate to the Processes page in 
the Administration Menu 

Process – Manage  Allows you to manage (start, delete, or cancel) 
a specific Process instance 

Other Stock objects Access Rights 

Several other stock objects - such as Departments, Releases, Requirements, and so on - have 

Access Rights associated to them. For a complete list of access rights, see the CA Clarity PPM 
Administration Guide and the CA Clarity PPM Requirements Planning User Guide.  

Examples of other Stock Object Access Rights: 
 
Access Rights – Stock Objects 

Other 

Description 

Release Plan – Create Allows you to create Release Plans 

Release – Create Allows you to create Releases 

Release – Approve  Allows you to approve specific instance of a 
release 

Requirement - Approve Allows you to approve specific instances of 
Requirements 

Requirement – Edit Allows you to edit specific instances of  
Requirements  

Department – Create Allows you to create departments 

Department – View 
Chargeback Information 
(Type: Instance) 

Allows you to view invoices and recovery 
statements for specific departments 

Department – View 
Chargeback Information 
(Type: Global) 

Allows you to view invoices and recovery 
statements for ALL departments 

Automatic Access Rights 

The application automatically grants some access rights. These access rights typically have the 

string "(auto)" in their names. For a complete list of automatic access rights, see the CA Clarity 
PPM Administration Guide. 
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Examples of Automatic Access Rights:  
 
Access Rights – Automatic Description 

<Investment Object> - 
Manager (Auto 

Granted automatically to the manager of that 
Investment Object instance. Equivalent to 
<Investment Object> - Edit.  

Resource – Self (Auto) Granted automatically to a resource when 
created. 

Resource – Manager (Auto) Granted automatically to the person creating a 
resource. When the Resource Manager 
changes, this Access Right is transferred to the 
new Resource Manager. 

 

Defining Data Scope 

The Data Scope is the final component of the security model. Actors are the resources getting 

access rights that correspond to the actions Actors are allowed to perform, and the Data Scope 
determines on which data Actors are allowed to perform those actions. Data scope is the final 

element in Who does What to Which Data.  

In CA Clarity PPM, you can use the following three methods to determine the data scope when 
you grant access rights: 

Instance 

Grant access rights to a specific instance of an object.  

OBS Unit 

Grant access rights to the instances of an object that are related to a specific Unit or Branch 
in an OBS. 

Global 

Grant access rights to all instances of an object. 
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Granting Access Rights Directly to Object Instances 

We do not recommend granting access rights directly to object instances. This approach can 
result in increased maintenance complexity and overhead due to repeatedly granting access 

instance-by-instance. When you create a project, you must grant access to the appropriate 

resources that use or modify the project information. When you create a resource, you must 
grant access to the correct resources that can see, allocate, and approve actions related to that 

new resource.  

There are two circumstances when granting access rights directly to object instances is 
recommended: 

■ End-users are responsible for defining security for their objects. For example, the Project 
Manager is responsible for granting other resources in the company access to the project 

information. 

■ You have highly sensitive information, such as a confidential project, and you do not want 
access to be automatically inherited because a resource is part of a department, or group. In 

this case, access is granted on a need-to-have basis only. 

Typically, instance-level access rights are granted as an exception, used jointly with other forms 
of granting access, such as OBS Units and Global access. 
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Use OBS Units to Determine Data Scope 

OBS Units can be used as Actors (see page 19), and also to determine the Data Scope. OBS Unit 
refers to the scope, or to a data portion of the security model. This discussion refers to the OBS 

Unit as the “Scope”, or the “Which Data?” portion of the security model. We are discussing 

granting resources access to the instances of an object that are related to OBS Units. Access is 
granted to different objects that may be categorized and grouped through the association of a 

Unit in an OBS. 

The following examples refer to the Geography OBS previously defined. 

■ Grant a resource access to projects related to the Earth unit only.  

– The resource has access to projects related directly to the Earth unit.  

■  Grant a resource access to projects related to the Earth unit and all its descendants, which 

includes projects in all Continents and Countries and States.  

■ Grant a resource access to projects related to the North America unit and all its descendants.  

– The resource has access to projects related to North America (the Continent level 
unit) and Mexico (a descendent).  

– The resource does not have access to projects related to the top–level unit Earth or 
to projects related to Argentina under the unit South America as this is a different 

branch.  

■ Grant a resource access to projects related to the South America unit, all its ancestors and 
descendants.  

– The resource has access to projects related to Earth (the ancestor), South America 

(the unit) and Brazil (a descendent).  

– The resource does not have access to projects related to Mexico under the unit 

North America, as this is a different branch. 

To use an OBS for security purposes, set it as Used for Access Rights as illustrated below: 
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In summary, OBS Units are used to group object instances for several reasons, one of which is 

granting access rights. The OBS Units are flexible and appropriate to security because of the tree-
like hierarchical structure that allows you to grant multi-level access to CA Clarity PPM objects. 
 

Using Global Access Rights 

We do not recommend using Global Access rights widely. Typically, you grant global rights when 

there is no other option. Examples of circumstances where you would use this method: 

■ The Data Scope is undefined. <Object> – Navigate or <Object> – Create are examples of 

scope-independent access rights. <Object> – Navigate refers to the ability to access the 
<Object> pages, but not to the data presented in them. Access to the data must be granted 

separately, using another Access Right <Object> – View, which is scope-related. <Object> - 

Create has no scope because the object has not been created yet, so it is not yet part of an 

OBS, for instance; once the created object is saved you are able to apply Instance rights and 
the object is subject to all OBS and Global rights that may apply. 

■ Use as special functionality. Some CA Clarity PPM functionalities, such as CA Clarity PPM 
Studio, must be granted through a Global access right, in this case, Administration – Studio. 

These functionalities also have an undefined Data Scope and therefore are granted as Global 

rights. 

■ Granting general access to all instances of an object. For example, if you need to grant 

someone with viewing access to all of the instances of an object, use a Global Right such as 

<Object> - View All. 

This approach may be useful to grant resources access, especially read-only access, to an Object 

instances. We usually do not recommend that approach unless necessary, as you may start your 
project with one scope, and the scope may change after a while.  

Other departments in the company may take an interest in Project and Portfolio Management 

and require access to the project investment objects. Other businesses or other companies in 
your group may share the same instance of CA Clarity PPM, and the need to restrict more 

security rights may come with that change. If you ever need a change in scope, it may take you 

much longer to redesign and redeploy your model. 
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Access Rights Use Cases 

The following use cases reference the Geography OBS (see page 19). These use cases 
demonstrate how choosing between Global Access Rights or OBS Units Access Rights may impact 

the security implementation. 

Use Case #1 

A fictitious company based in Germany with operations all over Europe needs all members 
of the PMO group to have access to all of the company projects. 

Solution 1 

Grant the PMO Group with the Project – View Management access right for OBS 

Unit Europe and descendants. 

Solution 2 

Grant the PMO Group with the Project – View Management All Global access right. 

For the current scenario the results are the same. Solution 2 gives access to all of the 
projects in Clarity as requested, while Solution 1 gives access to all of the projects in the OBS 
Unit Europe, which for now is the same scope, as all of the company projects are associated 
to the OBS Unit Europe.  

Now, suppose there is a change in the scenario. The company has started a successful business in 

Argentina. A new PMO Group has been formed in Argentina to manage all South American 

projects. 

Use Case #2 

Members of the PMO Group in Europe must have access to all of the company projects in 
Europe. Members of the South America PMO Group must have access to all of the company 
projects in the South America. 

The solution to this use case depends on whether you chose Solution 1 or Solution 2 in the 
initial use case. 

– If you chose solution 1, the scenario change is more easily implemented. Create a 
new OBS Unit for South America. Grant access to the new South America PMO 

Group to the projects related to the South America OBS unit and its descendants. 

No changes to the access for the Europe OBS Unit are needed. You may want to, 
optionally, rename the PMO Group to Europe PMO Group to make it more 

consistent with the access rights it has now. 
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– If you chose solution 2, you have to redesign your project security. Now as you have 

two different PMO structures, one in Europe and one in South America, global 
access rights are not the correct security solution for this use case. It is necessary to 

revoke all global rights from the PMO Group and grant them access only to the 

Europe OBS unit and its descendants. Then, grant the new South America PMO 
Group access to the South America OBS unit and its descendants. You may also 

consider changing the name of the PMO group to Europe PMO to reflect the 

association to new access rights. 

In this simplified example, to make the changes and manage is not that complex. Now, imagine 

you have all of the CA Clarity PPM investment objects and a much larger selection of custom 

objects and resources, and you have used the same Global model for everyone – and now divide 
it all into two or more groups. It can be very complex and time consuming. 

Summary 

Actors, Actions, and Data Scope are used to design security rules in CA Clarity PPM.  

The possible relationships between Actors, Actions, and Data Scope are represented in the 
following diagram: 
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The OBS unit can have the following relationships: 

■ OBS Unit as the Scope refers to the objects (projects, applications, services, and so on) 

related to that OBS Unit. 

■ OBS Unit as an Actor refers to the resources who are members of that OBS Unit. For 
example, the Resource OBS. 

■ The Actor OBS Unit and the Scope OBS Unit in a security configuration may relate to 
different structures. For example, Resource members of the Department: IT OBS Unit may 

be granted access to view Projects related to the ProductLine: eCommerce OBS Unit. 

The following tables summarize the possible options for the Object View relationships: 
 
Actor (Who) Action (What) Scope (Which Data) 

Resource  <Object> View Instance 

Resource  <Object> View OBS Unit 

Resource <Object> View All Global 

Group <Object> View Instance 

Group <Object> View OBS Unit 

Group <Object> View All Global 

OBS Unit <Object> View Instance 

OBS Unit <Object> View OBS Unit 

OBS Unit <Object> View All Global 

The following tables provide use case examples of the Object View relationship options. The 

Action column identifies the Access Right associated to the use case: 
 
Actor 

(Who) 

Action 

(What) 

Data Scope 

(Which data) 

Outcome 

Resource.  
Example: 
ClarityUserA 

  
Project 
View 

Specific instance. 
Example: Project 
named ABC 
Implementation 

Resource ClarityUserA 
has Project View access 
to the ABC 
Implementation project 

Resource.  
Example: 
ClarityUserA 

 
Project 
View 

OBS Unit. 
Example: Projects 
that are members of 
the Product 
Line:JLM OBS Unit 

Resource ClarityUserA 
has Project View access 
to all of the projects in 
JLM unit of the Product 
Line OBS  

Resource.  
Example: 
ClarityUserA 

 
Project 
View All 

Global access. 
Example: All 
Projects 

Resource ClarityUserA 
has Project View access 
to all projects in Clarity 
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Actor 

(Who) 

Action 

(What) 

Data Scope 

(Which data) 

Outcome 

Group. 
Example: 
Project 
Managers IT 

 
Project 
View 

Specific instance. 
Example: Project 
named ABC 
Implementation 

Members of the Project 
Managers IT group have 
Project View access to the 
ABC Implementation 
project 

Group. 
Example: 
Project 
Managers IT 

 
Project 
View 

OBS Unit. 
Example: Projects 
that are members of 
the Product 
Line:JLM OBS Unit 

Members of the Project 
Managers IT group have 
Project View access to all 
of the projects in JLM unit 
of the Product Line OBS. 

Group. 
Example: 
Project 
Managers IT 

  
Project 
View All 

Global access. 
Example: All 
Projects 

Members of the Project 
Managers IT group have 
Project View access to all 
projects in CA Clarity PPM 

OBS Unit. 
Example: 
Departments:
IT 

 
Project 
View 

Specific instance. 
Example: Project 
named ABC 
Implementation 

Members of the IT unit of 
the Departments OBS 
have Project View access 
to the ABC 
Implementation project 

OBS Unit. 
Example: 
Departments:
IT 

 
Project 
View 

OBS Unit. 
Example: Projects 
that are members of 
the Product 
Line:JLM OBS Unit 

Members of the IT unit of 
the Departments OBS 
have Project View access 
to all of the projects in 
JLM unit of the Product 
Line OBS. 

OBS Unit. 
Example: 
Departments:
IT 

 
Project 
View All 

Global access. 
Example: All 
Projects 

Members of the IT unit of 
the Departments OBS 
have Project View access 
to all projects in CA 
Clarity PPM. 
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Chapter 3: Granting Access 
Granting Access to Groups 

The following use cases demonstrate how to grant Group Members with different types of 

Access Rights (actions) for different Scopes (specific instances, OBS-related instances, or Global 
Access) when the Actors are Groups. 

Important! All the names used in the use cases represent fictitious characters created for the 
purpose of illustrating the functionality described in the use cases. Some of the pages, portlets, 

sub-pages and attributes used in the use cases represent fictitious elements and may not be 

available in your CA Clarity PPM installation. 

Granting Instance Rights to Groups 

This option is used to grant group members with access to specific instances of an object. 

Use Case 

The group is named Special Projects. Members of this group should have viewing access to 
project named Top Secret Telepathic Scanner. A fictitious resource, Clare Green, is a 
member of the Special Projects Group. 

Setting Up  

1. Determine the Actors.  

In this use case, the Actors (Who) are the members of the Special Projects group. 

 

2. Determine the Action (What).  

In this use case, it is Project-View access.  
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3. Define the Scope (Which Data).  

In this use case, it is one specific instance of a project: The Top Secret Telepathic 

Scanner project.  

Review the Current Access Rights 

1. Use the Group Properties page to define the access rights. 

2. Locate the section titled Group Access Rights, and grant the required access rights to the 

group Special Projects defined in Group Name field. 

3. Click Instance to display the Group: Instance Access Rights page.  

The group Special Projects has no Instance Rights assigned as shown in the following graphic: 

 

Selecting and Granting Access Rights 

1. Select Add on the Group: Instance Access Rights page to begin selecting access rights.  

– Select the object that you want to set up rights for. In this example, use Project. 

– Click Next. 

  

2. Select the Access Right Project – View to view the projects. You can filter the list to display 

items with Project – View in the name. 

– Select the appropriate line item.   

– Click Add and Continue. 
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3. Locate the actual Project instance that has View access.  In this example, use the wildcard 
feature (*Tele) to locate the project Top Secret Telepathic Scanner.  

You can select multiple instances to grant access in a single operation using the Add and 

Select More feature. Locate the project instances, select and add instances until you are 
finished. 

Note: Verify that you click Add for a single selection or Add and Select More for multiple 
selections.  Click Add for the last instance you are granting access to. 

 

4. Select the Instance function under Group Access Rights to confirm the Project – View access 
is enabled. The access right is granted as illustrated in the following graphic: 
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Confirmation  

Clare Green is the resource in this example. This resource is not a member of the Group with 

access to the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project.  

 

No projects are listed on Personal view of the Management/Project page for this resource. 

 

Add a resource (For example, Clare Green) to the Access Rights group for Special Projects using 

the Resources page in the Organization and Access menu 

1. Log in as the Admin. 

2. Select Resources from Organization and Access Menu. The Resources page appears. 

3. Filter the results for available resources on the Resources page and select the resource Clare 

Green. 

4. Select Groups from the content menu. The Resource: Groups page appears. 

5. Click Add. 
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6. Select the check box next to the desired group and click Add. 

 

7. Log off as the Admin and log in as Clare Green to confirm the change.  

8. Return to the Management menu for the resource (Clare Green).  

9. Select Projects. The following screenshot illustrates how the page should display the project 
available to Clare Green as a member of the Special Projects group: 

 

10. The resource (Clare Green) clicks the Project name to see the project attributes in read-only 
mode as illustrated in the following screenshot: 
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Granting OBS Unit Rights to Groups 

This option is used to grant group members access to all instances of an object which are related 

to an OBS Unit, or its ancestors and descendants. 

Use Case 

Add Group members to an OBS Unit named Administration in an OBS named Organizational 
that is associated with Projects and other investments. All members of the group 
Administration Stakeholders should have viewing access to the Projects related to the 
Administration OBS Unit. 

Setting Up  

1. Determine the Actors. In this use case, the Actors are the members of the 
Administration Stakeholders group. This example assumes that this group is 
already defined. 

2. On the Organization and Access menu, select Groups.  The Group Properties 
page appears. 

3. Select the name of the group you want to work with. Use Administration 
Stakeholders for this example. 

4. Determine the Action. For this use case, the access to be granted is Project-
View. 

  

5. Determine the Scope. In this use case, the Scope is comprised of all projects 
related to the Administration OBS unit in the Organizational OBS.  
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Review the Current Access Rights  

Click OBS Unit under Group Access Rights to grant this Group members access rights using 

that OBS as the Scope delimiter. As shown below, the group members do not have any OBS 

Unit-related access rights yet.  

 

Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Click Add on the Group: OBS Unit Access Rights page to select the Access Rights. 

– You can filter the access rights to narrow down your search. Select multiple access 
rights by using the checkboxes to the left.  

– The Project – View Access Right in the Access Rights column is the one for this 
example.  

– Click Add and Continue. 
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2. Select the Scope - the desired OBS Unit. You select a different OBS using the Show OBS 

attribute. You can also select multiple OBS units at a time.  

– For this example, select the Organizational: Administration unit. Use Add and Select 

More to keep filtering and adding OBS units if necessary. 

– Click Add. 

 

Define the Access for the OBS Nodes 

Defining the access for the OBS nodes determines whether the Administration Stakeholders 
group should have access to only the Administration unit, or to its ancestors and/or descendants.  

■ Use the OBS Association Mode attribute to define the access to the other nodes. In this 

example, use the default value: Unit and descendants.  

■ If sub-units exist under the Administration OBS unit, and projects are related to those lower-

level units, they should also be seen as part of the Administration OBS Unit and the 

Administration Stakeholders should be granted access to them. 
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Confirmation   

A member of the Administration Stakeholders group logs in to the system. The resource sees 

three projects in the Project List pertaining to the Administration OBS Unit as shown below:  

 

 The resource has View access to all of them as illustrated in the following screenshot: 
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Granting Global Rights to Groups 

Use this option to grant group members with a global access right. 

Use Case 

Members of the Project Management Office group should be able to create projects and 
view all existing projects. 

Setting Up 

– The Actors - the members of group Project Management Office. 

– The Action - grant access to create projects and view existing projects. 

– The Scope - all projects.  
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Review the Current Access Rights  

By clicking Global under Group Access Rights you see all the Global rights the group has. In this 

case, this group has no Global rights yet, as illustrated in the following graphic:  

 

Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Click Add on the Group Global Access Rights page to begin selecting the Global access rights 
for this group. The Select Access Rights page appears. 

2. On the Select Access Rights page, use the filter to narrow the search to the access rights you 
want to add: Project – Create and Project – Create from Template. Select the access rights 

using the checkboxes to the left.   

3. Click Add and Select More. 

 

4. To grant the group global access to viewing projects, select the Project – View Management 

– All access right.  

5. Click Add. 
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As illustrated below, the desired Global Access Rights have been granted to the Project 
Management Office group. 

 

Confirmation 

Paul Ortega, a fictitious resource, is a member of the Project Management Office group. When 

Paul accesses the Project list, he can see all of the company projects. He also has access to the 
Create actions New and New from Template. 
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How to Grant Access to OBS Unit Members 

Granting Instance Rights to OBS Unit Members 

This option is used to grant OBS Unit members with access to specific instances of an object. 

Use Case 

This example uses an OBS Unit named Special Projects in the Corporate Departments OBS. 
Members of this group should have viewing access to this project: Top Secret Telepathic 
Scanner. A fictitious resource, Clare Green, is added as a member of the Special Projects 
Group. 

Setting up 

– The Actors (Who) are the members of the Special Projects OBS Unit. 

– The  Action (What) is the Access Right to view Projects 

– The Scope (Which Data) is one specific instance of a project: the Top Secret 
Telepathic Scanner project. 

Review the Current Access Rights  

1. Navigate to the Organization and Access OBS Units page.  

2. Select Special Projects.  
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3. The Properties page is displayed for Special Projects. Click Instance under 
Access Rights for Unit to view the access rights the Unit members have. 

 

The OBS Unit Special Projects members have no Instance Rights assigned.  

  

Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Click Add on the OBS Unit: Instance Access Rights page to begin the selection process as 

illustrated above. This takes you to the Select Object page. 

– Select the object. Project is the object in this example.  

– Click Next to continue. 
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2. Select the Access Right named Project – View, so that the members can view projects. Click 

Add and Continue. 

 

3. Select the Project instance Top Secret Telepathic Scanner.  

– Locate the project instance using the filter function or by scrolling.  

– Click Add. 

 

The access right is granted as illustrated below:  
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Confirmation  

■ Clare Green is not a member of the OBS Unit Special Projects. (Department field is blank) 

  

■ She has no access to the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project. 

 

■ Now, Clare has been added to OBS Unit Special Projects. 
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■ As a member of the group, she is given access for viewing the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner 

project. 

 

■ She can view the project. 
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Granting OBS Unit Rights to OBS Unit Members 

This option is used to grant OBS Unit members with access to all instances of an object which are 
related to an OBS Unit, or its ancestors and descendants. 

Important! Security has three key elements: Actors, Actions, and Scope. It is important to 
remember the key elements as this example uses one OBS Unit to determine the Actors and 

another OBS Unit to determine the Scope. In the real world, the Units could be from different 

OBS Structures. 

Use Case 

The first OBS is mapped to company departments, and named Corporate Departments OBS. 
A second OBS is used to separate resource groups for allocation, and named Resource Pool. 
All resources from the IT department should have access to viewing resource information 
(including Booking information) on the resources that are in the IT – Internal resource pool. 

Setting Up 

– The Actors are the members of the IT department, represented by the IT Unit in the 
Corporate Departments OBS.  

– The Action is viewing resource and booking information about the IT-Internal 
resource pool. 

– The Scope is comprised of all resources related to the IT - Internal unit in the 

Resource Pool OBS. 

Review the Current Access Rights 

1. Navigate to the OBS Units page to view the list of available department units in the OBS to 

view the OBS structure. 

 

2. Select the IT Department Unit. 
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3. Click OBS Unit under Access Rights for Unit of the IT OBS Unit. As illustrated in the following 

graphic, the unit members do not have any OBS Unit-related access rights.  

 

 

Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Click Add on the OBS Units: OBS Units with Access Rights page to begin selecting the access 
rights. 

– Select the Access Rights. Use the filter function to narrow down the search. You can 
select multiple access rights by using the checkboxes to the left.  

– Select Resource – View and Resource – View Book access rights. These are the 

Actions for this example.  

– Click Add and Continue. 
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2. Next select the Scope - the desired OBS Unit. In this case, Resource Pool is the OBS related to 

the scope, not Corporate Departments OBS. You select a different OBS using the Show OBS 
attribute as illustrated in the following graphic:  

 

– Select the Resource Pool: IT - Internal unit.  

– Click Add to grant the IT OBS Unit members access rights using the Resource Pool as 

the Scope delimiter.  

Note: You can select multiple units at a time.  Use Add and Select More to keep 
filtering and adding units if necessary. 

 

3. Use the OBS Association Mode attribute to define whether the IT – department members 

should have access to that unit only, or include its ancestors, or its descendants.  

– In this case, use the default value: unit and descendants.  

– If sub-units exist under the IT - Internal resource pool, and resources are related to 
those lower-level units, they should also be considered as part of IT - Internal.  

– The IT department members are granted access to the sub-units. 
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Confirmation 

A fictitious resource, Tom Spark, a member of the IT department logs in to the system. Tom sees 
all resources included in the IT - Internal OBS Unit and its lower-level units in the Resource List.   
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He has View access to all of them, including the allocation information. 

 

Important! Access to the Resources pages is granted through a Global Access Right Resource – 

Navigate. See the topic Granting Global rights to Members of an OBS Unit for information about 
how to grant that access.     
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Grant Global Rights to Members of an OBS Unit 

This option is used to grant OBS Unit members with Global Access Rights. 

Use Case 

Members of the IT department need to be able to navigate to the Resource pages so they 
can view resource information. 

Setting Up 

– The Actors are the members of Unit IT of OBS Corporate Departments OBS. 

– The Action is navigating to the Resources pages (Resource - Navigate access right) 

– The Scope is the information contained on Resource pages. 

Review the Current Access Rights 

1. Navigate to the OBS Units page to view the list of available department units in 
the OBS. 

2. Select the IT department OBS unit. 

 

3. Click Global under Access Rights for Unit to view the Global Access Rights that 
the unit members have. In this case, there are none.  
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Select and Grant Access Rights  

1. Click Add to begin the process of adding access rights to the IT OBS unit members.  Use the 
filter to narrow the search to the access right: Resource – Navigate. 

 

2. Select this item using the checkbox to the left and click Add. 

 

The Global Access Right Resource – Navigate is granted to members of the IT OBS Unit. 

 

Confirmation 

A fictitious resource, Tom Sparks is a member of the IT OBS Unit. When Tom accesses CA Clarity 
PPM, he sees the Resource Pages are available to him. 
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How to Grant Access to Resources 

Granting Access Rights directly to resources is not considered to be a good practice because it 

may result in significant maintenance for replacing a resource that has left the company or 

simply changed departments. 

Granting access is useful in some specific cases, such as securing projects with sensitive data or 

confidential projects.  

Many companies do not want resources who are members of a group, department, or 

organization unit to automatically Inherit access to specific projects classified as sensitive or 
confidential. In this case, granting access rights through Groups or OBS Units is not the best 

option. Access to those specific projects may be granted using Resource Access Rights, to provide 

a higher level of control of the sensitive or confidential data. 

Granting Instance Rights Directly to Resources 

Use this option to grant individual resources with access rights to specific object instances. 

Use Case 

A resource must be granted access to view information from the Top Secret Telepathic 
Scanner project. Members of the same groups or units as this particular resource should 
NOT be granted the same access. 

Setting up 

– The Actor (Who) in this example is Clare Green, a fictitious resource.   

– The Action (What) is Project –View access.   

– The Scope (Which Data) is one specific instance of a project: the Top Secret 
Telepathic Scanner project.  
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Resource properties for this resource are illustrated in the following graphic: 

  

Review the Current Access Rights 

Click Instance under Resource Access Rights to view the Access Rights granted directly to this 

resource. 

  

Clare Green is granted Resource – Enter Time and Resource – Self (Auto) access rights. These 

access rights were granted automatically when the resource record was created.  
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Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Click Add to grant the access rights for the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project. 

– Select the object. For this example, the object is Project. 

– Click Next. 

  

2. Select the access right. For this example, select the Access Right named Project – View. Click 

Add and Continue. 
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3. Select the Project instance Top Secret Telepathic Scanner, and click Add. 

  

The access right is granted to the resource for the specific project.  

 

Confirmation 

■ Before receiving access, Clare Green could not view the project Top Secret Telepathy 

Scanner. 

■ Now, Clare is granted access. 
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■ Clare can view the project. 
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Granting OBS Unit Rights to Individual Resources 

This option is used to grant individual resources with access to all instances of an object which 
are related to an OBS Unit, or its ancestors and descendants. 

Use Case 

A resource must be granted access to view information from all Projects related to the 
Special Projects OBS Unit. These are confidential projects and access to them should be 
granted on a resource-by-resource, need-to-see basis only. 

Setting Up 

– The Actor is Clare Green. 

– The Action is Clare can access and View information for all instances of the projects 
related to the Special Projects OBS unit. Other team members with access to the 

Special Projects OBS do not have this level of access unless it is specifically granted 

to them. 

– The Scope comprises of all projects related to the Special Projects unit in the OBS 

Corporate Departments OBS.  
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Review the Current Access Rights 

Click OBS Unit under Resource Access Rights to grant Clare access rights using that OBS as the 
Scope delimiter. Clare does not have any OBS Unit-related access rights as illustrated in the 

following graphic.  

 

 Select and Grant Access Rights   

1. Click Add on the Resource: OBS Unit Access Rights page to begin selecting the access rights. 

– Use the filter function to narrow down the search. You can select multiple access 
rights by using the checkboxes to the left.  

– For this example, select the Project – View access right.  

– Click Add and Continue. 
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2. Select the Scope - the desired OBS Unit. You select a different OBS using the Show OBS 

attribute.  

– For this example, select the Special Projects unit in the OBS Corporate Departments 

OBS.  

– Click Add. 

Note: You can select multiple units at a time. Use Add and Select More to keep 

filtering and adding units if necessary. 

 

3.  Use the OBS Association Mode attribute to define whether Clare Green should have access 

to only the unit, its ancestors, or its descendants.  

– In this case, restrict access to the unit itself: Unit only. If sub-units exist under 

Special Projects, such as Administration, and projects are related to those lower-
level units, they are NOT considered as part of Special Projects.  

– Clare Green is not granted access to the sub-units.  

– Click Save and Exit. 
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Confirmation 

■ Clare Green logs in to the system. She sees three projects in the Project List pertaining to the 
Special Projects OBS Unit. 

 

■ Clare has View access to all of them. She does not have access to the subunit Administration, 
and therefore, does not see any projects for that subunit. 

 

■ When new projects are added to the Special Projects OBS Unit, Clare can see them 
automatically. 
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Granting Global Rights to Individual Resources 

This option is used to grant individual resources with Global Access Rights. 

Use Case 

A resource has been promoted to Master Resource Manager. As part of the new 
responsibilities for this job assignment, the resource should be able to create resources in CA 
Clarity PPM. 

Setting Up 

– The Actor - Tom Spark, a fictitious resource 

– The Action - Tom has Global Access Rights to create resources in CA Clarity PPM. 

– The Scope - all OBS units that Tom may need to access to perform the create task. 

Review the Current Access Rights 

1. Navigate to the resource record for Tom Sparks in CA Clarity PPM using the Administration 

Tool.   

2. Click Global under Resource Access Rights to view all the current Global rights Tom currently 

has.  

 

Tom has Resource – Navigate. This was inherited from the OBS Unit he is a member of IT.  
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Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Click Add to add more access rights to this resource. Use the filter function to narrow the 
search and locate the access right: Resource – Create.  

2. Select the item using the checkbox to the left and click Add. 

 

 The Resource – Create Global Right has been granted to Tom Spark. 

 

Confirmation 

When Tom Spark accesses the Resource list, he now sees an action button: New. Tom uses the 

New button to start the process to create resources. 
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How to Grant Access from Within a Specific Object Instance 

Sometimes the CA Clarity PPM administrator may delegate the function of managing security for 

specific objects to certain resources. These resources should be able to grant access to specific 

data without needing to contact the administrator and without having overall security 
management access. The following use case describes how to do this. The resources, Paul Martin 

and Clare Green are fictitious. 

Use Case 

Paul Martin is the project manager for the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project. He must 
grant viewing access to stakeholders: Clare Green needs Edit Access. Members of the IT OBS 
Unit need View Access. Members of the Special Projects Group need View Document access. 
Paul Martin does not have access to the Administration tool, but he can grant access from 
within the project pages. 

Setting Up 

The Actors– Paul Martin and the administrator 

Actions 

– Access rights management for Paul. 

– Edit Access for Clare Green. 

– Project -View access for members of the IT OBS unit. 

– View Document access for members of the Special Projects group. 

The Scope 

Each resource or group is granted access to the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project as 
described in Actions items 1 through 4. 
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Delegating Access Rights Management 

The administrator must grant Paul Martin access to manage his project Access Rights. 

■ When Paul Martin accesses the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project, he does not have the 

option to grant access. 

 

■ After being granted Project – Edit Access Rights on project instance Top Secret Telepathic 

Scanner, a new menu option Access to the Project is available to Paul.  
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Now, Paul can select the option to manage Access (security) to the project. 
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Granting Access Directly to a Resource 

You can grant access directly to a resource.  

Setting Up 

– Paul grants the Project – Edit Access Right (What) to Clare Green (Who) on project 
Top Secret Telepathic Scanner- from within the Projects page. 

– Paul clicks Resource under Access to this Project.  
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Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Paul Martin is the only resource displayed with access to the project. Click Add to begin the 
process of granting access to other resources for this project. 

   

2. Locate and select Access Right Project - Edit. Click Add and Continue. 

 

3. Locate the resource to receive the access. Filtering was used to locate Clare Green for this 

example.  

4. Select the resource, and click Add. 
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Clare Green has Project – Edit access to the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project. 

 

Confirmation 

■ Clare Green has Project – Edit access rights.   

   

■ Clare can view, and edit the project information. 
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Granting Access Rights to a Group 

You can also grant access rights to a group. 

Setting Up 

– The Actors -  members of the Special Projects Group (Who) 

– The Action - granting Project – View Documents Access Right (What) 

– The Scope -  Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project (Which Data) 

Review the Current Access Rights 

Click Groups under Access to this Project to see which Groups have access to project. No 
Groups have access to this project yet.  

Select and Grant Access Rights  

1. Click Add to grant access to a Group for this project. 

 

– Use filtering to locate the Project – View Documents Access Right.  

– Select the access right, click Add and Continue. 

 

2. Use filtering to select the Group to receive the access right. In this case, the access is granted 

to the Special Projects group. 
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3. Click Add.  

 

Access is now granted to the Special Project group members for viewing documents in the 

Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project. 

 

Confirmation 

■ Tom Spark, a fictitious resource is a member of the Special Projects group. He can access the 

project. 
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■ Tom has access to the Project documents folder from the Collaboration Tab. The documents 

are kept here for the project. 

 

■ Tom has viewing access to the project documents using the Collaboration tab. 
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Granting Access to OBS Unit Members 

You can grant access to OBS unit members also. 

Setting Up 

– The Actors - members of the IT OBS Unit (Who) 

– The Action - grant Project – View Access Right (What) 

– The Scope -  Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project (Which Data) 

Review the Current Access Rights  

Click OBS Unit under Access to this Project to see if any OBS units have access to the project.  
No OBS Units have access to this project.  

 

Select and Grant Access Rights  

1. Click Add to begin the process of granting access rights to the OBS Unit for selected project. 

– Use filtering to locate the access right.  

– Select the Access Right Project – View. 

– Click Add and Continue.  
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2. Select the IT OBS Unit, and click Add. 

 

3. If the Access Right is granted only to the OBS Unit itself, or if it includes its ancestors, or its 

descendants, then select Unit Only. 
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Confirmation 

■ Roberta Smith, a fictitious resource, is a member of the IT OBS Unit.   

 

■ Roberta has View access to the project. 
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Verifying Access Rights 

Resources with View Access Rights or Edit Access Rights access are able to verify who has access 
to data.  

Paul Martin verifies which resources have access to the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project. 
This can include people and other resources (computers, servers, system resources, and so on).  

To verify the access rights 

1. Click Full View under Access to this Project to see the list. In this example. 91 resources have 

access to the project.  
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2. Click the key icon next to the resource name to check what type of access the resource has, 

and how it was granted.  

Clare Green’s access is displayed. 

 

She has been granted Project – Edit directly to her profile, Project – View was granted through 
the IT OBS Unit (of which she is a member) and Project - View Documents was granted through 

Special Projects group (of which she is also a member). 
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Pages Security 

CA Clarity PPM pages are not objects but may be secured just like CA Clarity PPM objects. Access 

Grant rights to different Actors (Resources, Groups or OBS Units) using any of the three different 

types of Data Scope: by Instance, by OBS Unit, or Global.  

Use Case 

A PMO team, Corporate PMO, created a PMO Dashboard page. This page should only be 
accessible by members of this PMO group. 

Setting up 

– The Actor - the Corporate PMO group. This access affects the group members for 
this specific dashboard page. 

– The Action - Page –View access right 

– The Scope – the PMO Dashboard page 

 

Review the Current Access Rights 

Click Instance under Group Access Rights to grant this Group members access rights for the 
PMO Dashboard page.  

As illustrated the Corporate PMO Group does not have any instance-level access rights yet.  

 Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Click Add on the Group: Instance Access Rights page.  
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2. For the Object, select Page from the attribute menu, and click Next. 

 

3.  Select the proper access right. In this case, select Page – View using the checkbox to the left, 
and click Add and Continue. 

 

4. Define the Scope. For this example, select the PMO Dashboard page. Select it using the 
checkbox to the left and click Add. You can select multiple instances at a time. Use Add and 

Select More to keep filtering and adding instances if necessary. 

 

Page - View Access has been granted to the Corporate PMO group. 
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Confirmation 

■ Cynthia Smith, a fictitious resource, is a member of the Corporate PMO group. 

 

■ When Cynthia logs in to the CA Clarity PPM, she has access to the PMO Dashboard. 

Important! The group of members also needs access to the portlets on dashboard. Without 

access, they see a blank page.  

For more information about Portlet security, see Portlet Security (see page 89) and Securing 

Dashboard Pages (see page 150).  
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Portlets Security 

Implementing security for portlets allows you to manage which resources can access the portlet 

and what data those resources can access in the portlet. Having access to a Dashboard may not 

automatically enable access to all portlets available on the dashboard. All resources accessing a 
dashboard may not need access to all the portlets if some lead to sensitive or highly confidential 

information.  

Three important aspects to consider when planning to secure a portlet: 

■ Securing the Portlet. Manage access to the portlet.  

■ Securing the data displayed in the Portlet. Build secure portlets that only show data 

according to the security rules. 

■ Portlet configuration Options for the end user. 
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Securing Portlets 

CA Clarity PPM portlets are not objects but may be secured just like CA Clarity PPM objects. 
Grant Security by Instance, by OBS Unit and Globally.  

Use Case 

Restrict the access to portlets. The portlets have been analyzed and separated in to three 
different categories: General, Management, and Executive 

General Portlets 

These portlets should be available to all end users. 

Management Portlets 

These portlets should be available to Project Managers, Department Managers, 

Resource Managers and PMO members. 

Executive Portlets 

These portlets should be available to all company Executives. 

Setting up 

The Actors are the teams of resources. Decide how you want to group the resources that have 
similar roles: 

■ By Groups (all Project Managers, all Department Managers, all Executives, and so on.) 

■ By OBS units 

For this example, use Groups. 

■ The Action is Portlet – View – the ability to see a portlet in the Application for all the Actors. 

■ The Data Scope is different for each category of portlet. Not all teams have access to all of 

the portlets. For this example, use the following categories to group the portlets: General, 

Management and Executive. Create an OBS Unit to categorize the portlets. 
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■ A new group named All Resources has been created for this example. You should assign this 

group to all resources, regardless of the role. 

 

Several other role-specific groups must be created. 

 

Now, the Data Scope must be delimited. 

Delimit the Data Scope 

1. Create an OBS that is used to categorize the portlets. The new OBS for this example is named 
Pages and Portlets.  
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2. Under the OBS Pages and Portlets, create the OBS units for the portal categories: Executive, 

General and Management. 

 

Grant Access to the Resources 

1. To grant access to the resources, start at the All Resources Group level for this example. 

 

2. Click OBS Unit under Group Access Rights to grant the All Resources Group members access 

rights using the OBS Pages and Portlets as the Scope delimiter. The Group All Resources does 
not have any OBS Unit-related access rights yet.  

3. Click Add. 

4.  The access right to be granted is Portlet – View. Use the filter function to locate the item, 

select it using the checkbox to the left. 

5. Click Add and Continue as illustrated in the following graphic:  

 

6. Select the Scope - the desired OBS Unit.  
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7. Select a different OBS using the Show OBS attribute. For this example, select the Pages and 

Portlets: General unit.  

You can select multiple units at a time. Use Add and Select More to keep filtering and adding 

units if necessary. 

8. Click Add as illustrated in the following graphic: 

 

9. Define whether the All Resources group should have access to that unit only, the ancestors 

and or the descendants. Use the OBS Association Mode attribute to select the access. For 
this example, use the default value: Unit and descendants.  

 

Note: If General unit has sub-units, then portlets related to such lower-level units should 

also be considered as part of the General unit. The All Resources group is granted access for 
those sub-units. 
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 Confirmation 

The Team Member Organizer portlet has been categorized as a General portlet. All members of 
the All Resources group have access to it. 

  

Clare Green, a fictitious resource, is a member of the All Resources group. She logs in to the CA 
Clarity PPM to personalize her Overview Page. 

To personalize an Overview page do the following 

1. Click Personalize. 

 

2. From the Content sub page, Clare clicks Add to add new portlets. 

 

Clare sees a list of portlets that are available to her.  

3. Filter the Grid portlets to find and select the Team Member Organizer. 
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4. Click Add. 

 

The portlet has been added.  

5. Click Exit to see the results. 
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The Team Member Organizer portlet now appears on Clare’s Overview Page. 

 

Do the following for the resource groups All Project Managers and All Department Managers: 

1. Select the All Project Managers resource group on the Group page in the Administration 

Tool.  

2. For this group, select OBS Unit under Group Access Rights. 

3. Click Add. 

4. Use the filter function to locate the access right and select it using the checkbox to the left. 

Note: The access right to be granted is Portlet – View. 

5. Click Add and Continue. 

6. Select the OBS Unit Management. This is the portlet category for the managers group. 

7. Define the level of access using the OBS Association Mode attribute.  

8. Use the default Unit and descendants for this example. 

9. Repeat this process for the All Department Managers group.  

10. When completed, these two groups have the same access for the portlets and pages. 

For the Executive group, follow the same instructions except you start with the Executive 

group and select the OBS Unit Executive for access to the portlets categorized in the 
Executive OBS unit. 
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When all the selections are complete, the configuration is: 

■ Members of the All Resources group have access to the portlets in the General OBS unit. 

■ Members of the All Project Managers and All Department Managers groups have access to 

the portlets in the Management OBS unit. 

■ Members of the Executive group have access to the Executives OBS Unit. 

Building Secure Portlets 

When you create a CA Clarity PPM portlet you may use three different types of data sources: 

System 

These are restricted CA Clarity PPM-provided system data sources; you do not have access to 
change what they do and how they behave. 

Objects 

Use CA Clarity PPM Objects as data source. 

Queries 

These are queries you may build using NSQL to be used as the data source. 

CA Clarity PPM applies security rules automatically when using System and Objects for building 
portlets.  

Note: Inform CA Clarity PPM how to apply security to a custom NSQL query as it does not happen 
automatically for you. 

To build a secure portlet, do the following 

■ Apply security using NSQL query (see page 98) 

■ Build and Test the Query (see page 98) 

■ Create the Query in CA Clarity PPM Studio (see page 99) 

■ Create a Portlet (see page 100)  
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Applying Security Using an NSQL Query 

Use an NSQL clause @WHERE: SECURITY to apply security for a query in CA Clarity PPM using a 

specific Object rules. 

The syntax of this NSQL Clause is: 

@WHERE: SECURITY :<OBJECTNAME>:<INTERNAL ID ATTRIBUTE>@ 

Example:  

The following expression tells CA Clarity PPM to apply resource security to this query, and 

specifies that RES.ID is the attribute that corresponds to the Resource Object internal ID for 

identifying Resource Instances. 

@WHERE:SECURITY:RESOURCE:RES.ID@ 

Building and Testing the Query 

Build a secure Query. Build a list of resources, including defined contact data that is made 
available for a portlet but only lists resources relevant to the user. This should be the same 

resources that the end users are allowed to see when selecting Resources in the CA Clarity PPM 

menu.  

1. Identify and define the SQL. In this case, this includes some general resource data and 

associated contact info. An example of the SQL query for this information: 

SELECT  
R.UNIQUE_NAME,  R.LAST_NAME,  R.FIRST_NAME,   
R.DATE_OF_HIRE,  R.EMAIL,   C.JOB_TITLE,   
C.STATE_PROVINCE,  C.CITY,   C.PHONE_WORK,  
C.PHONE_CELL 
FROM SRM_RESOURCES R  
LEFT OUTER JOIN SRM_CONTACTS C  
ON C.principal_id = R.ID  
AND c.principal_type = 'RESOURCE'  
AND c.is_active = 1 
WHERE  
R.is_active = 1  
 AND r.person_type=300 

2. Edit and modify into an NSQL query by inserting NSQL clauses: 

SELECT  
@SELECT:DIM:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.UNIQUE_NAME:ResourceID@, 
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.LAST_NAME:LastName@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.FIRST_NAME:FirstName@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.DATE_OF_HIRE:DateHire@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.EMAIL:eMail@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.JOB_TITLE:JobTitle@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.STATE_PROVINCE:State@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.CITY:City@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.PHONE_WORK:Phone@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.PHONE_CELL:Cell@ 
FROM SRM_RESOURCES R  
LEFT OUTER JOIN SRM_CONTACTS C  
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ON C.principal_id = R.ID  
AND c.principal_type = 'RESOURCE'  
AND c.is_active = 1 
WHERE  
R.is_active = 1  
 AND r.person_type=300 
 AND @FILTER@ 

3. Use the NSQL statement to create a portlet. 

Creating the Query in CA Clarity PPM Studio 

The use case shows how to create a query in two steps. First without the security statement and 

then adding the security statement at a later step. This helps demonstrate the effects of having 
queries without security and with security. The best practice is to always create queries using the 

appropriate security statements from the beginning. 

To create a query 

1. Select Queries from the CA Clarity PPM Studio Menu. 

2. Select the General option. Define the properties for the new query. 

 

3. Click Save, and Continue. 

4. Select NSQL. Insert the NSQL clauses without the security statement. 

5. Click Save and Exit for this example. 
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6. Click Save and Continue, if you want to select other options for your query.  

Note: For more information, see the CA Clarity PPM Studio Developers Guide. 

 

Creating a Portlet 

To create a portlet do the following 

1. Navigate to the Portlets page in the Administration tool, Select New Portlet, Grid Portlet.  

Note: The first step of creating a portlet may differ slightly for different CA Clarity PPM 
versions.  

2. Define the general portlet properties.  

3. Select Finish, and Open when you are done. 

The new portlet Resource General Data is created. It is assigned to OBS Portlets: General so 
that all resources have access to this portlet. 

4. Select the portlet Layout option. Select the attributes you want to display.  
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To confirm do the following 

1. Log in as Clare Green, and add the portlet to her Home Page.  

Note: Clare can see the personal data of 149 people. She does not have Resource – View 

access to all of these resources, so she should not be able to see them in this portlet. This is 
not correct; changes are required to filter the data in the portlet. 

2. Apply security to the NSQL Query to correct this.  

3. Add the following statement to the NSQL Query:   

AND @WHERE:SECURITY:RESOURCE:R.ID@ 

so that it now reads: 

SELECT  
@SELECT:DIM:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.UNIQUE_NAME:ResourceID@, 
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.LAST_NAME:LastName@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.FIRST_NAME:FirstName@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.DATE_OF_HIRE:DateHire@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:R.EMAIL:eMail@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.JOB_TITLE:JobTitle@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.STATE_PROVINCE:State@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.CITY:City@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.PHONE_WORK:Phone@,  
@SELECT:DIM_PROP:USER_DEF:IMPLIED:RES:C.PHONE_CELL:Cell@ 
FROM SRM_RESOURCES R  
LEFT OUTER JOIN SRM_CONTACTS C  
ON C.principal_id = R.ID  
AND c.principal_type = 'RESOURCE'  
AND c.is_active = 1 
WHERE  
R.is_active = 1  
 AND r.person_type=300 
 AND @FILTER@ 
 AND @WHERE:SECURITY:RESOURCE:R.ID@ 

The modified results are illustrated in the following graphic. Clare only has access to her own 
Resource information, as this is the resource she has Resource – View rights on. 
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Granting End User Permission to Configure Portlets 

All portlets have two available attributes in the Options subpage that may be seen as related to 
security, as they are used to allow or prohibit users from configuring portlets in their workspaces: 

Allow Configuration 

This option is set by the administrator to allow end users to configure that specific portlet. If 
the option is not set, end users do not have access to the Configure action in the Actions 
drop-down list. 

Allow Label Configuration 

This option is set by the administrator to allow end users to change labels in that specific 
portlet. If the option is not set, end users cannot alter Labels, as they are displayed as read-
only. 

For this example, use the Resource General Data portlet. 

Use Case: Options Enabled 

The Administrator has enabled both options. This means end users can configure the portlet 
and can change the labels as illustrated in the following graphic: 
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Clare Green can access the configuration action and change labels: 

 

Use Case: Options Disabled 

The Administrator has disabled Allow Label Configuration for the portlet as illustrated below: 
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The Administrator has to publish the change forcing it over the end user configurations: 

 

Clare Green can still access the portlet configuration options. She cannot change portlet 
labels because they are presented to her as read-only. 

The Administrator decides to prohibit end users from making changes to the portlet. The 
option is disabled by deselecting Allow Configuration. 

 

Now, Clare does not see the Configure action in the Actions drop-down list for that portlet. 
She no longer has access to make configuration or label changes. 
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How to Secure Subpages and Attributes 

CA Clarity PPM does not offer field-level security, but it does provide alternatives. It is not 

possible to determine who-has-access-to-what-attribute directly; it is possible to do so using 

subpages. Subpages are secured using one of two different functionalities, Secure Subpages or 
Display Conditions. 

Securing Attributes Using the Secure Subpages Function 

The following use case explores securing attributes using Secure Subpages functionality. 

Use Case 

Some attributes in the Project object are reserved for the PMO Assessment. Only members 
of the Corporate PMO group should be able to view and edit them. The Project Manager 
team should not have access to those attributes. 

Setting Up 

– The Actors are the members of the Corporate PMO group. These resources should 

have access to the PMO attributes. 

– The Action: The PMO resources should be able to edit the PMO Assessment 

attributes in the project.   

 The attributes are grouped in a new Subpage because field-level security is 
not implemented in CA Clarity PPM.   

 The members of the Corporate PMO Group are granted access to the 
subpage so they are able to edit the attributes. 

– The Data Scope: the PMO group should be able to edit the PMO Assessment 

attributes for all projects that they have Project – Edit rights on. 

– A new subpage, PMO Assessment, has been created in the Project Object to hold 

PMO Attributes. For now, anyone who has access to projects can see this Subpage.  
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Thomas Young, a fictitious resource, is a Project Manager. When he accesses CA 

Clarity PPM and navigates to one of his projects he can see the PMO Assessment 
subpage. This is not correct; the Project Manager resources should not have access 

to this new subpage. 
 

To secure and verify properties do the following 

■ Use Clarity Studio to edit the Subpage Properties and mark it Secure. 

 

■ When this is done, CA Clarity PPM Studio automatically creates Access Rights, which enable 
you to secure the subpage. 

 

■ You can verify that the group already has some OBS Unit access rights for viewing and 

editing projects.  Navigate to the Group: OBS Unit Access Rights page to view the current 

access rights. 
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Select and Grant Access Rights to a Secured Subpage 

Grant the Corporate PMO members the proper access to the PMO Assessment subpage for the 

same scope.   

To select and grant access rights do the following 

1. From the Administration Tool, Select Groups. 

2. Select OBS Unit to navigate to the OBS Unit Rights for the Group Corporate PMO. 

 

3. Click Add on the Group: OBS Unit Access Rights page. 

4. Use the filter to locate the Project – Subpage PMO Assessment right.  

5. Select the access right. 

6. Click Add and Continue. 

 

Now, delimit the Data Scope.  

7. Select the same projects that the PMO group has Edit rights to.  

For this example, select the IT and Finance OBS Units. 
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8. Click Add. 

Access has been granted. 

 

Confirmation 

■ Thomas Young, the Project Manager, no longer has access to the PMO Assessment page. 

■ Cynthia Smith, a member of the Corporate PMO group, is able to view and edit the 
attributes in the PMO Assessment subpage as indicated in the following graphics. 
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Securing Attributes Using Subpages Display Conditions 

The second approach for securing attributes on subpages uses the Display Conditions 
functionality. 

Use Case 

A new attribute in the Project object has been created, named Project Manager Notes. This 
attribute is not intended for all Project viewers – just the members of the All Project 
Managers group. 

Setting Up 

– The Actors are the members of the All Project Managers group. These resources 

should have access to the Project Manager Notes attribute (PM Notes). 

– The Actions: Members of the All Project Managers groups should be able to edit the 

Project Manager Notes attribute for their projects.  

 The attributes are grouped in a new Subpage because field-level security is 
not implemented in CA Clarity PPM.   

 The members of the All Project Managers Group are granted access to the 
subpage so they are able to edit the attributes. 

– The Data Scope: the Project Manager group should be able to edit the PM Notes 
attributes for all projects that they have Project – Edit right. 

– A new subpage, PM Notes, has been created in the Project Object to hold the 

Project Manager notes.  Anyone who has access to projects can see this Subpage.  

 Mary Lamb is a Project Participant. When she accesses CA Clarity PPM and 

navigates to one of her projects she can see the PM Notes page. This is not correct. 
The PM Notes subpage must be secured. 

Secure the subpage  

1. Use CA Clarity PPM Studio to edit the Subpage Properties and create a Display 
Condition. 

2. Configure CA Clarity PPM to check whether the user is a member of a specific 
group. Under the Operation attribute, select Check Resource’s Group. 

3. Under the Right attribute, select the group named All Project Managers and 
click Add. 
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Note: An expression has been created: Check Resource's Group = 'All Project 

Managers'.  

4. Click Submit. 

Confirmation 

■ Mary Lamb no longer has access to the PM Notes subpage. This page does not display under 
Properties on the Project: Properties tab. 

■ When Thomas Young, the Project Manager accesses the same project he can see the PM 

Notes as illustrated below. 

 

Securing Lists and Object-Based Portlets 

There is an option available only to portlets built having an Object as its data source (object-

based portlets) and the object list view. This option is named Attribute Value Protection, and it 

prohibits users from configuring their portlets to see the value of attributes they should not have 
access to. 

CA Clarity PPM allows the user of both secured Subpages and Display Conditions to define which 
attributes of an object a specified group of resources has access to. Subpages are only relevant in 

the Properties view, specifically in the Edit Layout of the view. However, users could configure 

their List view of an object or object-based portlet to add attributes that should not be accessed 
causing a security breach. The Attribute Value Protection functionality resolves this problem. 

Attribute Value Protection has three possible options: 

■ Use display conditions and secured subpages to protect attribute values on this list 

■ Use only secured subpages to protect attribute values on this list 

■ Display all attribute values on this list  
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The first two options are used to verify that when display conditions or secured subpages are 

used to protect attributes, these features should also be applied to the List view, thus preserving 
the values of attributes the end user should not have access to. 

The last option is used to disable the application of Display Conditions and Secured Subpages to 
the List View, allowing end users to access attributes they do not have access to in the Properties 

view of the object. 

The Attribute Value Protection option is available in the Options subpage of an object-based 
portlet and in the Options section of an object List View. 

Example of an object-based portlet options subpage: 

 

Example of an object list view option: 
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Personal Dashboarding Security 

Personal Dashboarding Queries 

Before the launch of the Personal Dashboarding option, queries were only available to the 

Administrator. Therefore, queries had no security applied to them.  You could not grant or 
revoke security access to queries. Access to the CA Clarity PPM Studio was required to access the 

Queries functionality.  

The new Personal Dashboarding option enables end users to create their own portlets. They are 
also able to use queries in their portlets. They are restricted to using queries that the 

Administrator has already prepared. End users must be granted access to be able to create 

portlets and use the pre-designed queries. 

When creating a query, Administrators have the option to mark it as Available for User Portlets.  

 

End users have access to those queries that have been marked as being available for User 
Portlets. 
 

Personal Dashboarding End-user Portlets 

Personal Dashboarding End user portlets have the exact same characteristics as any other 

portlet. Refer to Securing Portlets (see page 90) for information about how to secure end user 
Portlets. 
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Allowing Users to Use Personal Dashboarding 

The following four Access Rights relate to the Personal Dashboard functionality: 

■ To view dashboards, users need Dashboard – Navigate.  

■ To create dashboards, users need Dashboard – Create.  

■ To view and configure portlets, users need Portlet – Navigate.  

■ To create portlets, users need Portlet – Create.  

Use Case 

Members of the Corporate PMO group must be able to create their own dashboards and 
portlets. Cynthia Smith is a member of this group and requires such access. 

Setting Up 

– Actors - members of the Corporate PMO group 

– Actions - Create dashboards and portlets and navigate to those objects 

– Scope  - dashboards and portlets created by the members of the Corporate PMO 

group 

Review Current Access Rights 

Click Global under Group Access Rights to see the global rights the Corporate PMO group has. For 
this example, assume that they have global rights to create projects.  

 

Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Click Add to grant the other rights the group needs. 

2. Search for the Dashboard access rights by filtering on “Dash” in the Access Right attribute 
box. 

3. Select the access rights for Dashboard-Create and Dashboard-Navigate.  
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4. Click Add and Select More. 

5. Search for the Portlets access rights using the filter “Portlet”.  

6. Select the access rights for Portlet-Create and Portlet- Navigate.  

7. Click Add. 

Access has been granted for creating and navigating portlets and dashboards as shown in 

the following graphic: 

 

Confirmation 

Cynthia Smith is a member of the Corporate PMO group. She now has access to Dashboards and 
Portlets when she accesses CA Clarity PPM. 
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Sharing Dashboards with Other Users 

The dashboards created using the Personal Dashboard functionality may be shared with other 
users.  

To share dashboards, apply the same rule of thumb as for granting access: consider the Actors, 
Actions and Scope.  

■ Actors: Select  the target audience - individual resources, Groups, OBS Units members 

■ Actions: Available actions for Dashboards are Manage and View.  You can share 

management of dashboards or restrict access to viewing only.  

■ Scope: The Dashboard being shared 

Important! Sharing a dashboard does not automatically share the portlets in it.    

Note: You must also share the portlets if you want other users to be able to see them. Sharing 
dashboards and portlets does not ensure that users view the same information as you do, 

because they may not have the same level of access to the CA Clarity PPM data displayed on 
those portlets and dashboards, such as resources, projects, ideas, portfolios and other CA Clarity 

PPM objects. 
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Sharing a Dashboard with Other Dashboard Managers 

Use case 

Cynthia is the head of the PMO. She created a Dashboard and wants all PMO members to be 
able to manage her dashboard.  The dashboard is named “Cynthia’s PMO Dashboard.” 

Setting Up 

– Actors: all members of PMO group 

– Action: granting Manager access to the dashboard Cynthia created. 

– Scope: Dashboard created by Cynthia and used by all PMO members 

Review the Current Access Rights 

1. Cynthia navigates to her dashboard and clicks Sharing on the top right corner. 

2. She clicks Groups.  

Currently, no groups have access to the dashboard.  

 

Select and Grant Access Rights 

1. Navigate to the Groups tab on the Dashboard.  

2. Click Add to grant the Corporate PMO group the Manager Access Right. 

3. Use the filter function to locate the group. For example, filter on “c*pmo”. 

4. Select the Corporate PMO group.  
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5. Click Add. 

6. Change the Access Right to Manager. 

7. Click Save to save the change. 

 

8. Click Cancel to go back to the Dashboard. 

Confirmation 

■ Andrew McArthur, a fictitious resource, is a member of the PMO. When he accesses CA 
Clarity PPM, he can see the dashboard as illustrated in the graphic. 

■ Andrew has managing rights on this dashboard. He is able to change the layout, add new 
portlets, or share the dashboard with other users. 

 

■ Andrew moves Process Audit Hierarchy next to Process Bottlenecks as illustrated below: 
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Sharing a Dashboard with Dashboard Users 

Use case 

Andrew is a member of the PMO and manages a dashboard created by Cynthia. He wants all 
project managers to be able to see this dashboard. Thomas Young is a project manager who 
will be granted access to the dashboard. 

Setting up 

– Actors -  all Project Managers 

– Action - View access to dashboard created by  Cynthia 

– Scope – Dashboard created by Cynthia 

Review the Current Access Rights 

Andrew navigates to the dashboard. Andrew wants to share this dashboard with another 
group He clicks Sharing in the top right corner to see who is sharing to the dashboard now. 

Select and Grant Access Rights 

Andrew clicks the Groups tab. Currently, the Corporate PMO group has Manager access to 
this PMO dashboard. 

 

To share the dashboard, do the following 

1. Click Add to share the dashboard. 

2. Search for the All Project Managers group and select it using the checkbox to the left. For 

this example, use the filter “all pr” to find the group.  

3. Click Add. 

4. The All Project Managers group should have View access. 
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5. Click Save. Click Cancel to return to the Dashboard. 

 

Confirmation 

Thomas Young is a Project Manager. He now has access to view Cynthia’s PMO Dashboard that 

Andrew shared with the members of the All Project Managers group.    

 

Verifying Access 

Sometimes you may need to find out what resources have access to an object instance, portlet, 
or page. The system administrator or anyone with Project – View Access Rights is able to see this 

information. Use Full View functionality to do this.  

Use Case 1 

Determine who has access to the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project. 

To verify access do the following 

1. Navigate to the project. Select the Properties tab. 

2. Click Full View under Access to this Project.  

All the resources that have access to the Top Secret Telepathic Scanner project are listed.  
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3. To view the Access Rights Profile for a resource, click the key icon to the left of the resource 

name.  

A window opens displaying the Access Rights Profile of the resource. 

4. Paul Martin has been granted Project – Manager (Auto) access right because he is the 

Project Manager.  

 

Use Case 2 

Determine who has access to the PMO Dashboard page. Thomas Young is the resource in 
this example. 

The system administrator or anyone with access to CA Clarity PPM Studio has access to view 
this information. 
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To verify access do the following 

1. Access the Administration Tool. Under Clarity Studio, select Portlet Pages. Navigate to the 
PMO Dashboard page 

2. Click Full View under Access to this Page to navigate to the page.  

3. The resources that have access to the page are displayed. 

4. By filtering on the resource name and clicking Key icon, the Access Rights Profile appears.    

The resource Thomas Young has access to that page as a member of the All Project 

Managers group, which has been granted an Instance right – meaning it is specifically for this 
page. 
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Chapter 4: Use Case Examples 
Introduction to Use Cases 

We have discussed key concepts that are important to understand when considering how CA 

Clarity PPM handles application and data security, and many of the available options for granting 
access rights. 

The use cases presented in this chapter address common use and configuration scenarios, 
illustrating the importance and value of implementing security in the CA Clarity PPM 

environment. These use cases build on the knowledge provided in the previous chapters, 

demonstrating the flexibility of CA Clarity PPM security configuration options.  

Having the ability to restrict access or globally assign access to the application elements and 

objects (pages, lists, project object, portlets and so on) at varying levels (Resource, Instance, OBS 

Unit, or Global) allows the enterprise to configure and secure the CA Clarity PPM application. 

Important! All the names used in the use cases represent fictitious characters created for the 

purpose of illustrating the functionality described in the use cases. Some of the pages, portlets, 
sub-pages and attributes used in the use cases represent fictitious elements and may not be 

available in your CA Clarity PPM installation. 
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Use Case: Implementing Department Security 

One of the most common requests is to segregate projects and resources by Department. The 

following use case addresses this scenario. 

Use Case 

Use CA Clarity PPM to manage projects for two different departments: IT and Finance. The 
Corporate PMO department oversees the project management processes for both 
departments. Five different roles have been identified for both departments: Requestors, 
Project Participants, Project Managers, Department Managers and PMO members. The 
access requirements for these roles in this use case are as follows: 

Requestors 

Requestors should be able to enter new project requests (ideas); they can only view 
the ideas they create. They can also view the Projects of their departments.  

Project Participants 

Project Participants can view all projects and resources in their departments, 

including Resource Allocation information; they can enter time against project tasks 
they are assigned to; they can publish and view documents for the projects they 

participate on.  

Project Managers 

Project Managers can view all projects in their department but; they can edit 

information for the projects they manage. They can view resource information and 
also soft-book resources from their departments.  

Department Managers 

Department Managers are able to view all project information; they can edit 

information for resources in their department and hard-book them. They can also 

create resources. 

PMO members 

PMO members can view and edit any information for both the IT and Finance 
Departments in this use case. 
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Defining the Security Configuration 

Use the information in the Use Case to identify the security requirements and plan how to 
implement security in CA Clarity PPM.  

The following table contains the list of requirements gathered from the use case categorized by 
the ACTOR-ACTIONS-SCOPE relationship model. 

Information from the Use Case 

Actor Actions Data Scope 

Requestors Create Ideas -- 

 View Ideas  Ideas created by them 

 View Projects Their department projects 

Project Participants  View Projects Their department projects 

 View Resources  Their department resources 

 View Resource Allocation Their department resources 

 Enter Time Their Assignments 

 Publish Documents Projects they are assigned 
to 

Project Managers Create Projects -- 

 View Projects Their department projects 

 Edit Projects Projects managed by them 

 View Resources  Their department resources 

 Soft-book resources Their department resources 

PMO Create Projects -- 

 View Projects All department projects 

 Edit Projects All department projects 

Department 
Managers 

Create Resources -- 

 Edit Resource 
information 

Their department resources 

 Hard-book resources Their department resources 

 View Projects Their department projects 
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The security requirements in the following table, Security Elements in CA Clarity PPM represent 

the information derived from the use case expressed in the terminology used in CA Clarity PPM: 

Security Elements in CA Clarity PPM 

CA Clarity PPM Actor CA Clarity PPM Access Right CA Clarity PPM Scope 

Group: All Department 
Managers  

Resource - Create Global 

Group: All Department 
Managers  

Resource - Navigate  Global 

Group: All Participants Resource - Navigate Global 

Group: All Participants Timesheets - Navigate Global 

Group: All Project 
Managers 

Project - Create Global 

Group: All Project 
Managers 

Project - Create from 
Template 

Global 

Group: All Requestors Idea - Create Global 

Group: Corporate PMO Project - Create Global 

Group: Corporate PMO Project - Create from 
Template 

Global 

Group: Corporate PMO Project - Edit 
Management 

OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Corporate PMO Project - Edit 
Management 

OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Corporate PMO Project - View OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Corporate PMO Project - View OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Dept Manager 
Finance 

Project - View OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Dept Manager 
Finance 

Resource - Edit OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Dept Manager 
Finance 

Resource - Hard Book OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Dept Manager 
IT 

Project - View OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Dept Manager 
IT 

Resource - Edit OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Dept Manager 
IT 

Resource - Hard Book OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Participants 
Finance 

Project - View OBS Unit: Finance 
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Security Elements in CA Clarity PPM 

CA Clarity PPM Actor CA Clarity PPM Access Right CA Clarity PPM Scope 

Group: Participants 
Finance 

Resource - View OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Participants 
Finance 

Resource - View Book OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Participants IT Project - View OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Participants IT Resource - View OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Participants IT Resource - View Book OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Project Manager 
Finance 

Project - View OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Project Manager 
Finance 

Resource - View OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Project Manager 
Finance 

Resource - Soft Book OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Project Manager 
IT 

Project - View OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Project Manager 
IT 

Resource - View OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Project Manager 
IT 

Resource - Soft Book OBS Unit: IT 

Group: Requestor 
Finance 

Project - View OBS Unit: Finance 

Group: Requestor IT Project - View OBS Unit: IT 

Resource: All Resources  Idea - Initiator (Auto) Instance auto-assigned 
access right 

Resource: All Resources  Project - Edit Instance auto-assigned 
access right 

Resource: All Resources  Project - Participant 
(Auto) 

Instance auto-assigned 
access right 

Resource: All Resources  Resource - Enter Time Instance auto-assigned 
access right 
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Implementing Security Requirements 

To implement the security requirements do the following: 

1. Create the OBS Units that categorize Projects and Resources 

2. Create the Groups that are to be granted Access Rights 

3. Grant groups with the appropriate Global rights 

4. Grant groups with the appropriate OBS Unit rights 

5. Create the resources (users) 

6. Assign the resources to the correct group 

The following graphics illustrate the results after the steps are completed:  

Create the OBS Units 

 

Create the Groups 
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Grant Global Access Rights 

The appropriate access rights for each group are illustrated in the graphics following each group 

title. The assignments are based on the requirements defined in the use case. 

All Department Managers 

 

All Participants 

 

 All Project Managers 

 

 All Requestors 
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Corporate PMO 

 

Grant OBS Unit Access Rights 

Corporate PMO 

 

Dept Manager – Finance 

 

Dept Manager – IT 
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Participants – Finance 

 

Participants – IT 

 

Project Manager – Finance 

 

Project Manager – IT 
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Requestor – Finance 

 

 Requestor – IT 

 

Create Resources 

The following fictitious resources have been defined for this use case and are available to select 
in the Resources pool as illustrated: 

a. Joe Manager – member of the Department Manager  group 

b. Joe Participant – an individual resource, member of a project team 

c. Joe Pmo – a member of the Corporate PMO group 

d. Joe ProjectManager – a member of the Project Manager Group  

e. Joe Requestor – an individual resource  
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Assigning Groups to Users 

Each of the users has been assigned the correct groups, as indicated in the following graphics: 

Joe Manager is the manager for the IT Department 

 

Joe Participant is a project participant from the IT department 

 

 Joe Pmo is a member of the Corporate PMO department 

 

Joe ProjectManager is a project manager from the IT department 

 

 Joe Requestor is a requestor from the IT department 
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Confirmation 

The following section illustrates the access that each resource has been granted based on 
the requirements defined in the use case and the implementation of security for those 

requirements. Each resource will have access to the Overview General page in Clarity PPM. 

The Clarity PPM navigation panel will display the links to the other areas such as Ideas, 
Projects or Resources that the individual resources have been granted access to. 

1. Joe Requestor has access to Ideas and Projects 

– He can create Ideas but can only view the Ideas he creates. 

 

– He can view all projects from his department but only has read-only access to the 
Projects information. 
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2. Joe ProjectManager has access to Projects 

– He can create projects and see projects from his department. 

 

– He has full access to projects for which he is the manager. He can soft-book 
resources from the IT Department on his project. 
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– He has read-only access to projects for which he is not the manager. 

 

3. Joe Participant has access to Timesheets, Projects and Resources. 

– Joe Participant can view Projects for his department but he has read-only access to 

the project information. 

 

– Joe Participant can publish documents for projects where he is a participant. 
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– He can view resources for his department and has read-only access to resource 

information. 

 

   

 

4. Joe Manager is the manager for the IT department. He has access to Projects and Resources. 

– Joe Manager can view projects in his department and has read-only access to the 
projects. 
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– Joe Manager can create resources and view resources from his department. 

 

– He can edit resource information for resources in his department. 

 

– He can also view Allocation information for his resources and hard book resources. 
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5. Joe Pmo is a member of the Corporate PMO group. He has access to Projects. 

– Joe Pmo can see all projects from IT and Finance. He has Edit rights for the projects; 
even though he may not be the project manager assigned the project. 
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Alternative Solutions to Implement Security Requirements 

Alternate solutions can be applied to the use case to secure the CA Clarity PPM elements. Some 
of the options, advantages and disadvantages are described in the following section. 

1. Use Global Rights for the Corporate PMO. Instead of granting Project – View to OBS Units IT 

and Finance, grant them the Project – View – All Global Right. 

– Advantage of using Global access rights: 

 If new departments start using CA Clarity PPM and the Corporate PMO is 
not monitoring their projects, the new projects are automatically included 

in the Global rule.  

– Advantages of using OBS Unit access rights: 

 If new departments start using CA Clarity PPM and the Corporate PMO is 

not monitoring their projects, using the OBS Unit approach helps ensure 
that they do not get unwanted access to these projects of new 

department.  

 Using the OBS Unit approach requires new OBS units to be set up when 
new departments start using CA Clarity PPM. 

2. Use OBS Units as Actors instead of Groups.  

– Advantage: Centralize all security-related options in a single structure. An OBS may 

be easier to maintain depending on the number of departments involved. 

– Disadvantage: An OBS structure is more complex and more difficult to maintain in 

situations requiring radical changes. 
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How to Implement Attribute Security Using Subpages 

It is a common request to segregate groups of attributes by role. Each resource should only have 

access to the attributes that are open to their role. 

Use Case 

Implement Demand Management using the Idea object. The idea object is being categorized 
using an OBS named Organizational. The top-level of that OBS structure refers to All Lines of 
Business and is named All LOBs. In this example, all requestors have access to the Idea forms 
to enter basic and extended information about the demand. Basic information must be 
available in the Create and Edit layouts, in the General properties. 

Extended information is comprised of additional subpages that display based on the type of 

demand the requestor is creating. The Type attribute defines the type of demand in this 
implementation example: 

■ Major Project 

■ Application Change 

■ Infrastructure Deployment 

■ Other 

Advanced information such as Schedule and Budget should not be available to all requestors, but 
only to the Business Relationship Manager (BRM) evaluating the demands. The BRMs are 

members of the BRM Group. 

The BRMs also must be allowed to enter opinions regarding the ideas in new attributes created 
for that purpose: 

BRM Assessment 

Refers to a free-text attribute. 

BRM Recommendation 

Uses to record the recommendation of BRM. Options are go, hold, or kill. 
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Defining the Security Configuration for Attribute Security 

Review the use case to identify the security requirements and plan how to implement them in CA 
Clarity PPM. The following table provides a list of requirements gathered from the use case. 

Information from the Use Case 

Actors Actions Scope 

Requestor Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the General subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Major Project subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Application Change subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Infrastructure subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Other subpage 

BRM Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the General subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Major Project subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Application Change subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Infrastructure subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Other subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Schedule subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

Attributes in the Budget subpage 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

BRM Assessment attribute 

 Edit Idea 
Properties 

BRM Recommendation attribute 
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Note: CA Clarity PPM uses Subpages to implement attribute-level security. You create a subpage 

to segregate the two new BRM attributes. The following information identifies how the subpages 
are organized in the CA Clarity PPM: 

Organizing the Subpages 

Subpage New Secure Display Condition Attributes 

General No No No Existing Attributes 

Schedule No Yes No Existing Attributes 

Budget No Yes No Existing Attributes 

Major Project No No Type =Major 
Project 

Existing Attributes 

Application 
Change 

No No Type =Application 
Change 

Existing Attributes 

Infrastructure No No Type 
=Infrastructure 
Deployment 

Existing Attributes 

BRM 
Assessment 

Yes Yes No BRM Assessment 

BRM 
Recommendation 

Using the Organizing the Subpages table you can now identify the security requirements which 
are represented in the following table: 

Security Elements in CA Clarity PPM 

CA Clarity PPM Actor CA Clarity PPM Access Right  CA Clarity PPM Scope 

Group: All 
Requestors 

Idea – Initiator (Auto)  The ideas of requestor 

Group: BRM Idea – Edit 

Idea – Subpage Schedule 

Idea – Subpage Budget 

Idea – Subpage BRM 
Assessment 

OBS: All LOBs 

OBS: All LOBs 

OBS: All LOBs 

OBS: All LOBs 
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How to Implement Security Requirements for Attribute Security 

Use the information gathered to implement the security requirements: 

1. Create Subpages. Mark as Secure when necessary. 

2. Edit existing Subpages. Mark as Secure when necessary. 

3. Create the Groups that are to be granted Access Rights.  

4. Grant groups with the appropriate rights. 

5. Secure the List. 

6. Create the Resources.  

7. Assign the Resources to the correct groups. 
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Use Case for Implementing Attribute Security 

To implement Attribute Security do the following: 

1. Create the Subpages 

In this example, out of eight subpages, 7 subpages exist. A subpage is created to segregate 
the new BRM Attributes to verify that they are secured.  

The new BRM Attributes subpage must be marked as Secure as illustrated below. The 
subpage properties and layout are shown in the following graphics: 

 

 

2. Edit the Subpages 

Two of the existing subpages, Schedule and Budget need to be secured.  Edit the subpage 

properties to mark them as Secure.  
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3. Create the Groups 

The groups for this use case All Requestors and BRM have been created as shown in the 
following graphic: 

 

4. Grant access rights 

Use OBS security for the Ideas in this example.  Use the Organizational OBS and grant access 

to the unit All LOBs and its descendants. 

– For the BRM group OBS Unit access rights:  Idea – Edit access right to allow the BRM 

group to edit ideas, Idea – Subpage <subpage> access rights for the appropriate 

subpages. 

 

– For the BRM Global access right: Ideas – Navigate to allow the group to navigate the 

Idea pages. 
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– For the All Requestors group: Requestors have Automatic access rights to their 

ideas. No additional rights are granted other than the global rights they have. 

 

5. Secure the List 

This is an optional step. It is implemented for the example as all requestors should not have 
access to the BRM fields. 

In the Options for the List view, the Attribute Value Protection option is set to Use display 

conditions and secured subpages to protect attribute values on this list. 

 

6. Create Resources 

The following fictitious resources are created for this example:  

– Joe Requestor 

– Joe Brm  

The resources are displayed in the following graphic: 
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7. Assign resources to Groups  

Each of the resources is assigned to a group.  

– Joe Requestor is a member of the All Requestors group 

– Joe Brm is a member of the BRM group 

Each resource should log in to confirm the appropriate access has been granted. 

Confirmation 

Joe Requestor 

Joe Requestor can create ideas. He has access to the General subpage. He cannot view the 
Schedule, Budget, and BRM Assessment subpages because he is not a member of the BRM 
group. 

 

When he classifies an Idea as a Major Project Joe Requestor sees an option for a new 
subpage, named Major Project.  
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If Joe Requestor changes the Idea type to Application Change, he sees an option for a new 
subpage, named Application Change. 

 

If Joe Requestor tries to add the BRM attributes to his list, he does not see values of those 
the attributes. 

 

Joe Brm 

Joe Brm can see the ideas created by Joe Requestor. He has access to the General Schedule, 
Budget, and BRM Assessment subpages, and to the additional subpages. 
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Joe Brm can enter values in the BRM Assessment page. 

 

Joe Brm can add the BRM attributes to the list. He can see the values of those attributes in 
the list. 

 

Alternative Solutions 

Alternate solutions can apply to the above use case (see page 144). A few of the options are 
provided here: 

Implement security using Display Condition instead of using a secure subpage 

■ Advantage: You can see all of the rules in one place, both the business rules and security 

rules. In this case, someone who defines the business rules manages security.  

■ Disadvantages: More informal approach; the groups are hardcoded into the subpage display 
conditions, and not managed by security specialists.  
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■ When using Display Conditions you can either show or hide the subpage, you cannot 

differentiate between Edit and View access.  

Note: You can differentiate between Edit and View using Secure Subpages. 

 

How to Secure Dashboard Pages 

Another common request is to segregate dashboards between different levels of access.  

Use Case 

Create four different dashboards.  

The first dashboard is intended to give project participants an overall situation of their currently 

assigned tasks and performance indicators.  

The second dashboard is intended to give project managers an overview of their projects alerts 

and performance indicators.  

The third dashboard is intended for the PMO team. The PMO team can monitor and audit all the 

projects of the company from this dashboard.  

The last dashboard is a Top-level executive dashboard with special portlets that provide the users 

with important information to help them in the daily decision-making processes.  
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Additional requirements: 

The Executive Dashboard should be visible only to the Executives group. 

The PMO and Project Managers Dashboards should be visible to both PMO and Project 
Managers. 

The Participants dashboard should be visible to all project participants. 
 

Defining the Security Configuration for Dashboard Pages 

Use the information in the use case to identify the security requirements and plan how to 
implement them in CA Clarity PPM.   

In this example, assume that resources must also be granted access rights for the portlets in the 
dashboards. If access rights are not granted to the portlets in the dashboards, the users do not 

see the portlets or access the information available in the portlets. 

The following table provides a list of requirements gathered from the use case for the 

dashboards: 

Information from the Use Case 

Actors Actions Scope 

Executives View Dashboard Executive Dashboard 

PMO members View Dashboard PMO Dashboard 

Project Managers  View Dashboard PM Dashboard 

Project Participants View Dashboard Team Member Dashboard 

The security requirements are represented in the following table: 

Security Elements in CA Clarity PPM 

CA Clarity PPM Actor CA Clarity PPM Access 

Right 

CA Clarity PPM Scope 

Group: Executives Page - View Executive Dashboard 

 Portlet - View Customer Satisfaction 

 Portlet - View Employee/Outsourcing 
Comparison 

 Portlet - View Funding Status 

 Portlet - View YTD Spend By Initiative 

 Portlet - View Flash Alerts 
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Security Elements in CA Clarity PPM 

CA Clarity PPM Actor CA Clarity PPM Access 

Right 

CA Clarity PPM Scope 

Group: Corporate PMO Page - View PMO Dashboard 

Group: Corporate PMO Portlet - View Process Audit Hierarchy 

 Portlet - View Process Bottlenecks 

 Portlet - View Project Lifecycle Review 

Group: All Project 
Managers 

Page - View Project Manager Dashboard 

 Portlet - View Cost and Effort Dashboard 

 Portlet - View Schedule Dashboard 

Group: All Participants Page - View Team Member Dashboard 

 Portlet - View Team Member Organizer 

Managing this instance by instance could become complex and time consuming in the future.  It 
may be better to implement an OBS for grouping the Pages and Portlets.  

The following table reflects the alternative of using an OBS Unit for grouping: 

Security Elements in CA Clarity PPM 

CA Clarity PPM Actor CA Clarity PPM 

Access Right 

CA Clarity PPM Scope 

Group: Executives Page - View OBS Unit: Pages and Portlets: 
Executive 

 Portlet - View OBS Unit: Pages and Portlets: 
Executive 

Group: Corporate 
PMO 

Page - View OBS Unit: Pages and Portlets: 
Management 

 Portlet - View OBS Unit: Pages and Portlets: 
Management 

Group: All Project 
Managers 

Page - View OBS Unit: Pages and Portlets: 
Management 

 Portlet - View OBS Unit: Pages and Portlets: 
Management 

Group: All 
Participants 

Page - View OBS Unit: Pages and Portlets: 
General 

 Portlet - View OBS Unit: Pages and Portlets: 
General 
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Implementing Security Requirements for Dashboard Pages 

To implement security requirements for dashboard pages do the following 

1. Create the OBS that will be used to categorize the Pages and Portlets. 

2. Categorize the Pages and Portlets using the new OBS.  

3. Create the Groups that are to be granted Access Rights. 

4. Grant groups with the appropriate OBS Unit rights. 

5. Create the Resources.  

6. Assign the Resources to the correct groups. 

Create the OBS 

A new OBS named Pages and Portlets is created. It is used to group Pages and Portlets for 
security purposes. Three units have been created in the OBS: Executive, Management, and 

General. 
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Categorize Pages and Portlets 

 You can categorize the Pages and Portlets using the OBS. Instead of navigating to each of the 

pages or portlets, you can do it all from within the OBS unit.  

1. Click the Properties icon for the Executive unit. 

2. Click Attached Instances. This page displays the object instances (in this example, pages and 
portlets) that are attached to that OBS Unit.  

– Select Pages in the Object attribute menu and click Add to add more pages to the 

OBS unit. 

 

 

3. Filter the Executive Dashboard and click Add. 
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4. Change the Object to Portlet, and click Add. 

 

5. Search for the appropriate portlets.  

6. Select the portlets using the checkbox on the left, and click Add and Select More to continue 
adding portlets.  

 

When you have completed selecting portlets, click Add. 

7. After all the required portlets are related to the OBS unit, click Cancel.  

 

Use the same procedure to add pages and portlets as required to the other OBS Units. 

Important! No access has been granted yet, only categorizing of the pages and portlets using the 
OBS Unit. Add Groups (or Resources) to the OBS Units and assign the desired access rights.  
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Create the Groups 

For this example, navigate to the Team Member Dashboard page, then to the Team Member 

Organizer portlet, and enter the OBS Unit from there.  

1. Use the OBS search field and navigate to the Team Member Dashboard page. 

 

2. Next, browse using the OBS search field, and navigate to the Team Member Organizer 

portlet. 

 

3. Select Groups from the Organization and Access menu option to review the existing Groups. 
Add new groups as required. 
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Note: For more information about adding Groups in CA Clarity PPM, see the CA Clarity PPM 

Administration Guide. 

 Grant Groups OBS Unit rights 

This task is performed either from the Groups pages or from the OBS Units. Examples of each 
option are provided: 

1. From within a group: All Participants group 

 

2. From within the OBS Unit: Pages and Portlets: Management 

 

 Create Resources  

The following fictitious users have been created for this example:  Joe Executive, Joe Participant, 
Joe Pmo, and Joe ProjectManager.  
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Assign Resources to Groups  

Each of the users has been assigned the correct groups, as indicated: 

■ Joe Executive is a member of the Executives group 

■ Joe Participant is a member of the All Participants group 

■ Joe Pmo is a member of the Corporate PMO group 

■ Joe ProjectManager is a member of the All Project Managers group 

Confirmation 

Log in to CA Clarity PPM to view the access the resources have to the dashboards. 

■ Joe Executive has access to the Executive Dashboard 

■ Joe Participant has access to the Team Member dashboard 

■ Joe ProjectManager has access to the Project Manager and PMO dashboards  

■ Joe Pmo has access to the Project Manager and PMO dashboards 

Important! The information displayed in a dashboard varies with the access level of the resource 

accessing the dashboard. One resource may have View access only while another may have View 
and Edit. The displayed information may be limited to the individual resource’s own information 

while another resource may have access to information for an entire group. 
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Executive Dashboard – Accessed by Joe Executive 

 

Team Member Dashboard – Accessed by Joe Participant 

 

Project Manager Dashboard – Accessed by Joe Pmo and Joe ProjectManager 

Note: Joe ProjectManager can only access his own projects as illustrated; Joe Pmo has access to 
all projects. 
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Project Manager Dashboard – as accessed by Joe Pmo 

 

PMO Dashboard - Accessed by Joe Pmo and Joe ProjectManager. This graphic illustrates the 
dashboard as accessed by Joe Pmo. 
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Alternative Solutions for Dashboard Pages 

Alternate solutions are available for this use case. Some of the options are described here: 

■ Use Instance rights instead of using OBS Unit Rights. You can use Instance rights and grant 

access directly to each dashboard and portlet. 

– Advantages  

One less OBS in CA Clarity PPM, no need to categorize each Page or Portlet using an 
OBS Unit.  

Access cannot be granted by accident. This can happen if the wrong OBS unit is 
selected to categorize the data instance when using OBS Unit rights. 

– Disadvantages: Depending on the number of Portlets and Pages, it can be complex 
and time consuming to maintain.  

■ Do not secure Portlets. Instead of securing Pages and Portlets, secure pages and do not allow 
them to be personalized.  

If the data is secured (Projects, Resources, Ideas, Portfolios, and so on) and if you do not 

have access to the data, the portlet does not display anything you should not have access to 
view.  

In this case, you can grant All Resources with Portlet Viewer - All access right. 

– Advantage: Decreased maintenance. Build secure portlets that take in to account 

security for Projects, Resources, Portfolios and all CA Clarity PPM objects. Unless 

there is a specific business reason to deny access to a portlet,  you do not have to 
secure the portlet. 

– Disadvantage: Decreased access control. There may come a time when a single 

portlet must be restricted and cannot be viewed by everyone. If you do not have 
Portlet Security implemented, implement that before releasing the new restricted 

portlet. 
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■ Use a single Dashboard with multiple TABs. In the previous use case, four different 

dashboards were created without tabs. You can create one dashboard with multiple tabs, 
one for each role. Using this model, security is managed at the tab level, rather than at the 

dashboard level. The default dashboard is open to all users as it is the common object in this 

model. 

– Advantage: The default dashboard and its tabs would be accessed using one menu 

link, instead of having several menu links for navigation. 

– Disadvantage: Users must use at least two mouse clicks to navigate to a dashboard 
tab: one click the menu link and the second click to select a tab.  

An example of using one menu link (named Available Dashboards) is illustrated in the 
following graphics. 

Note: The Team Member dashboard is available for all roles and the other dashboards are 
secured. 

The Executive Group sees the Team Member and Executive dashboards: 

 

The PMO Group sees the Team Member, Project Manager and PMO tabs as illustrated in the 
following graphic: 
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■ Control Portlet access rights.  In the previous example, no control is defined to indicate 

which Portlets each of the roles has access to. You can implement portlet-level control either 
by Instance or by using an OBS Unit to categorize portlets. 

– Advantages: Using the same mechanism, you can implement a security solution 

that segregates Dashboards by role and also segregates the portlets each role has 
available to personalize. 

– Disadvantages: Implementing portlet control increases maintenance.  

– Consider the business unit structure. Portlets roles could be slightly different; a 

portlet could be used for two or more roles.  It may be necessary to think of a multi-

level structure for the OBS.  In this situation, grant Page – View rights and Portlet – 
View rights as illustrated in the following graphic: 

 

Categorize the  portlets using an OBS Unit as illustrated in the following graphic:  
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Appendix A: Licensing 
Security and License Compliance 

Access Rights are tightly linked to license compliance. Each specific Access Right in CA Clarity 

PPM is related to a License Type. By granting users Access Rights, you are granting them CA 
Clarity PPM licenses.  

The Licensing model for CA Clarity PPM changed in 2008. Customers licensing the CA Clarity PPM 
since October of 2008 are most likely in the current license model. Customers that licensed the 

CA Clarity PPM before October 2008 may be in the previous license model.  

If you are not sure of which license model applies to your company, contact your CA Clarity PPM 
Solution Strategist or CA Technologies Account Director. 

User License Types in the Current Licensing Model 

Following three possible user license types specific to CA Clarity PPM are available in the current 
license model: 

Managers 

Refers to the power users in CA Clarity PPM, who are allowed to use all the available 
functionalities. 

Team Members 

Refers to the average users in CA Clarity PPM, who are allowed a subset of functionalities 
such as entering time and publishing documents. 

Enterprise Visibility Option (EVO) users (Optional package) 

Refers to the users in CA Clarity PPM, who are allowed a smaller subset of functionalities 
that include viewing information and entering ideas and incidents for Demand Management.  

Note: Not all contracts include this optional package. If you are not sure whether you have 
the EVO option licensed, contact your CA Clarity PPM Solution Strategist or CA Technologies 

Account Director. 
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Examples of the relationship between access rights and license types: 

■ You create a user and grant Ideas - Create access right. When you verify the License being 
used by that user, you see the Enterprise Visibility Option listed. 

■ If you grant this user Knowledge Store - Access, the Team Member License is used, as this 
access right is related to the Team Member license type. 

■ If you grant this user Project – Create access right, the Manager License is used, as this 

access right is related to the Manager License type. 

User License Types in the Previous Licensing Model 

In the previous license model, the following four user types were available: 

Studio Developers 

Refers to the power users in CA Clarity PPM, who are allowed to use all the available 
functionalities. 

Creators 

Refers to the second level in the hierarchy of users. These users manage projects, portfolios, 
resources, financials, and so on. They are named “Creators” because the Create access rights 
are linked to them. These users can create projects, new resources, new services, new 
portfolios, and so on. These users can also do whatever Participants can do. 

Participants 

Refers to the third level in the hierarchy of users. Participants can perform activities 
common to Project Participants such as entering time, participating in workflows, publishing 
documents. These users can also do whatever Viewers can do. 

Viewers 

Refers to the lowest level in the hierarchy of users. Viewers can view any information in the 
system but cannot change or create anything. The only exception is demand management 
functionality such as creating ideas or incidents. 
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How CA Clarity PPM Identifies Licenses Being Used 

You do not assign a specific license type to a user, you assign access rights. The license type that 
is being used by that user is derived from the Access Rights granted to the user.  To be in 

compliance with the CA Clarity PPM License Agreement, be careful when assigning Access Rights 

to CA Clarity PPM users. 

CA Clarity PPM provides a set of portlets to allow you to manage your licenses and access rights. 

You can see these portlets in the License Information page, in the Organization and Access 

section of the Administration Tool. 

 

Configure the License model used in your installation in the CA Clarity System Administration 

(NSA) service. 

Note: For more information about how to use NSA, see the CA Clarity PPM Installation Guide. 
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License Information Portlets 

The License Information Portlets can help you understand the relationship between the licenses, 
security and assist you with management of the user licenses. The portlets currently available 

and accessible in the Administration Tool are: 

■ User Count by License Type  

■ Rights by License Type  

Other portlets are available by drilling down from the User Count by License Type portlet: 

■ User List by License Type  

■ Rights by User  

Descriptions of the License Information Portlets and examples are provided below: 

User Count by License Type 

This portlet shows you how many licenses you are using for each license type.  Click the 
name of the License Type to drill down in to the User List by License Type page. 

 

 User List by License Type 

This portlet shows you which users are consuming a specific license type, and the last login 
date for each user. This allows you to verify which users are actively being used and which 
are not.   

Click the name of a user to drill down in to the Rights by User page. This is especially useful if 
you want to know why a specific user is consuming a license other than what is expected.  

For example, why is the user a Manager instead of a Team Member? 
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Rights by User 

This portlet shows you the access rights that have been granted to a user, and the associated 
license type. If you see an access right that is not supposed to be there you can later remove 
the access right to correct the type of license that the user consumes. 

 

 Rights by License Type 

This portlet shows what is the License Type associated to an Access Right. Use this portlet to 
verify that the Access Rights granted to a user are not violating the license type intended for 
that user. 
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